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This Report contains information acquired from a survey of Bermuda insurers and other sources and provides the 
Authority’s observations on that information.  The Report and observations contained herein do not represent express or 
implied endorsement of any specific business practice or business entity. 
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Foreword 

The Bermuda Monetary Authority (BMA) has statutory responsibility for the supervision and 
regulation of the financial services sector in Bermuda, including insurance companies.  The BMA 
has introduced a risk-based capital formula, the Bermuda Solvency Capital Requirement (BSCR), 
for determining certain insurers’ regulatory capital requirements. In tandem, the Insurance Act 
1978 has been amended to allow these insurers the alternative of using a BMA-approved internal 
model to determine regulatory capital. 

The rationale for allowing an insurer to use an approved internal model is to have regulatory 
capital requirements that better reflect an insurer’s particular business profile. An insurer’s 
internal model must satisfy certain criteria to be approved for the determination of regulatory 
capital. 

The BMA is adopting a structured approach for the introduction of the internal model approval 
process. The first stage of this process was to research current market practice. During the 
summer months of 2008, the BMA surveyed all Class 41 insurers on their capital modelling. The 
survey returns were augmented by discussions with companies. This report presents the survey 
results, and describes the current status of capital modelling in the Bermuda market.  

The next step is to develop the application and review process for approving an internal capital 
model for the purposes of determining regulatory capital. The intention is to have a pilot model 
approval process in place by second quarter 2009. 

The BMA intends to build a model approval regime that is consistent with international best 
practice and appropriate to the Bermuda market. The BMA is an active participant in the 
development of international supervisory standards and worldwide harmonisation of regulatory 
regimes, which is being led by the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS).  In 
particular, the BMA is committed to have in place structures and procedures consistent with 
Europe’s Solvency II supervisory regime. 

The Bermuda market is dominated by non-life reinsurers (particularly property catastrophe 
reinsurers) and high-attaching commercial liability insurers: the survey and this report reflect that 
concentration.   

 
 
 
 
Rick Shaw 
Director, Actuarial Services 

                                                      

1 Class 4 includes the commercial insurers and reinsurers to which the BSCR applies. 
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1.0. Summary of Capital Modelling in the Bermuda Market 

1.0.1. This report gives a high level overview of the approaches, methodologies and 
computational frameworks currently used for capital modelling in the Bermuda market, as well as 
the extent to which the results of these processes are incorporated into corporate culture and 
operations. 

1.0.2. The Bermuda market as a whole demonstrates a high degree of sophistication in its 
economic modelling capability, particularly in the modelling of catastrophic risk, and is well 
positioned to adopt internal capital models as a basis for regulatory solvency requirements. With 
one exception, all surveyed companies more than three years old and actively writing new 
business have an economic capital model in place. Across the market, economic capital 
modelling is central to management decision making. 

1.0.3. Documentation and governance procedures are under-developed across the Bermuda 
market. Capabilities vary considerably between companies, and some market participants will 
need to put in considerable effort before they are in a position to seek regulatory approval of their 
capital model.   

1.0.4. There is systemic risk in the extent of reliance on vendor-provided catastrophe models.  
There is also considerable reliance on a small number of vendor-provided economic capital 
models and economic scenario generators. 

1.0.6. The quality of exposure data and data testing procedures varies.  The Bermuda market has 
been instrumental in improving data capture and analysis, particularly in catastrophe business. 
Generally, data quality is a strong concern in the industry. 

 
1.1. Model Use 
1.1.1. Economic capital modelling is central to the underwriting process for many Bermuda 
reinsurers, particularly in catastrophe lines of business. Many companies use their capital model 
as an input into a range of management decisions, including capital allocation, reinsurance 
purchase, pricing decisions, performance measurement and investment strategy. 

 
1.2. Documentation and Governance 
1.2.1. Generally, the technical sophistication of the Bermuda market is not matched by supporting 
documentation and governance processes which are, in themselves, sound risk management. 

1.2.2. Some companies have a lack of adequate documentation on the model itself. There are 
commonly inadequate process controls surrounding procedures for making revisions to or 
updating the model, and a lack of record of any validation or justification of model methodologies 
and assumptions. There is often no substantive documentation supporting the selection of key 
model assumptions or processes. 

1.2.3. Governance processes around data validation, underwriting controls and model 
parameterisation are often informal.  Lack of procedure and documentation can tend to make 
companies overly reliant on the intellectual capital of key individuals.  
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1.3. Review Processes 
1.3.1. Bermuda companies tend to have in place internal review and validation processes for 
model methodologies and parameterisation. There is a high level of peer review and challenge of 
model inputs and outputs internally, with nearly all companies’ models subject to some degree of 
review by the Board of Directors. 

1.3.2. Only 45% of surveyed models have been reviewed by outside experts, with the extent of 
external review varying significantly. 

 
1.4. Parameterisation 

1.4.1. Procedures for assessing the appropriateness of model assumptions are an area which need 
a lot of development. This is particularly the case for assumptions associated with dependency 
structures between different risk categories, which can have a significant impact on estimated 
capital requirements through the capital requirement alleviation that arises from modelled 
diversification gains. 

1.4.2. The BMA is developing procedures for reviewing model methodologies and assumptions, 
and in particular the structure and parameterisation of dependency relationships. 

 
1.5. Catastrophe Modelling 
1.5.1. Catastrophe risk is the major risk category in the Bermuda market. Bermuda’s property 
catastrophe sector exhibits great sophistication in systems implementation and risk pricing, 
monitoring and aggregation for this line of business.  

1.5.2. There is potentially systemic risk in the extent of reliance on vendor-provided catastrophe 
models. If the vendor models underestimate potential losses arising from events, the industry as a 
whole may have capital levels impacted to a greater extent than expected. 

1.5.3. Approximately 50% of the Bermuda market is reliant on only one vendor-provided 
catastrophe model. There is varying practice for the extent of reliance on vendor model output 
without adjustment.  Appendices Three, Four and Five to this report discuss catastrophe 
modelling in general and the vendor models in particular. 

1.5.4. The reliance on vendor models is of potentially greater concern where a company is writing 
business for which there are no contractual limits.  This is the case with some proportional 
reinsurance treaties, primarily outside the U.S., offer unlimited occurrence exposure. 

1.5.5. The BMA has initiated discussions with each of the major model vendors with the aim of 
developing both analytical and qualitative procedures to monitor catastrophe risk management. 

 

1.6. Data Quality 
1.6.1. The quality of exposure data provided by insureds, cedants and brokers for catastrophe 
modelling has improved in recent years. Companies in the Bermuda market have been 
instrumental in developing detailed data capture procedures, which facilitate better risk 
modelling. Overall, U.S.-based risks appear to provide better data.  
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1.6.2. Non-catastrophe data tend not to be as granular, and this is an area where concepts 
developed for catastrophe business are being increasingly applied. 

1.6.2. Data quality is a strong concern in the industry.  Reinsurers commonly have pricing 
structures in place which allow for data quality.  Procedures for collateral verification of data 
provided data are becoming more common. 

 
1.7. Operational and Other Risks 
1.7.1. Operational risk is quantified explicitly by 29% of the companies surveyed which have an 
internal capital model, with methods varying considerably.  

1.7.2. The modelling and quantification of operational risk is a developing field. Industry 
databases are available but not necessarily reflective of an individual company’s risk profile. 

1.7.3. Liquidity risk is modelled explicitly by only 14% of the surveyed market. This reflects the 
short-tail nature of the Bermuda market, where investment strategies tend to be conservative. No 
survey participant considers group risk explicitly in their internal capital modelling. 
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2.0. BMA Response 

2.1. Modelling Limitations 
2.1.1. Recent market events highlight challenges inherent in the use of economic capital models 
for regulatory purposes. It is important that standards are in place to mitigate limitations intrinsic 
to any modelling process.  

2.1.2. No model fully reflects the complexity inherent in real world processes. Modelling 
reinsurance is particularly problematic as data are scanty and often non-existent in the tail of 
distributions, which is the area of most interest. 

2.1.3. Over-reliance on modelling can lead to serious mis-estimation, usually under-estimation, of 
potential losses. There is a natural tendency, borne out by historical evidence, to under-estimate 
the occurrence of extreme events. 

2.1.4. In particular, the modelling of dependency structures is based on a lot of judgement and can 
have a significant impact on estimated capital requirements, especially in the tail of distributions.  
There may be a predilection to under-estimate alignment of adverse scenarios across different risk 
drivers. 

2.1.5. Currently financial and insurance modelling is often built on unrealistic simplifying 
foundations that often assume, for example, linear relationships between risk categories and well-
behaved (Normal) distributions of variables. Reinsurance is fundamentally a non-linear process 
where underlying distributions of individual risks and relationships between risks are essentially 
unknowable.   

2.1.6. An implicit assumption is that the modelled system is intrinsically definable and has 
predictive propensities. Non-linear mathematics show that some systems are intrinsically 
indefinable and cannot be used to reliably estimate variables.  There are procedures for 
determining if a data set can be used as a basis for extrapolation.  A discussion of this topic is 
initiated in Appendix Six to this report. 

2.1.7. Economic capital models often implicitly assume that the system being modelled is in a 
stable steady state (after normalisation), which may not be the case.   

2.1.8. Mathematical and statistical processes have been developed for mitigating the limitations 
inherent in any modelling process. Non-linear analysis has developed methods which facilitate 
recognition of equilibrium points and the classification of systems into chaotic and non-chaotic 
states. Predictive propensities have much greater certainty in non-chaotic states. 

2.1.9. Reinsurance is the buying and selling of risk arising from extreme events for which it is 
difficult to predict either frequency of events or severity of losses.  Recent losses experienced by 
a number of financial institutions were driven by over exposure to a risk category, and an under-
estimation of the alignment of adverse scenarios across a range of loss drivers.   

2.1.10. Measuring exposure to risk in adverse scenarios and monitoring risk aggregations is 
central to the reinsurance process. It may be that standard reinsurance practices and processes 
tend to ameliorate many of the shortcomings inherent in any modelling process.  For the surveyed 
companies and more widely, there appears to be a positive correlation between modelling 
sophistication and scepticism about modelling per se. 
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2.2. Approval Guidelines 
2.2.1. The BMA will take a cautious approach to the recognition of internal capital models for 
regulatory capital purposes. 

2.2.2. Rigorous entry criteria for the use of internal capital models for the determination of 
regulatory capital are being developed. 

2.2.3. These standards will set minimum requirements concerning, for example, model use, 
governance and documentation, which is an area of identified weakness based on survey returns 
and discussion with companies. Reference is being made to the banking industry’s Basel 2 and 
model review processes in place in other jurisdictions. 

2.2.4. The BMA will develop procedures on model use, governance and documentation consistent 
with international best practice and appropriate for the Bermuda market.   

2.2.6. The quantitative component of model review will look to the delineation of any 
assumptions implicit in the economic capital modelling, such as linearity or Normality.   

2.2.7. Theoretical rigour in modelling architecture, processes and development of assumptions 
will be encouraged.  It will be expected that sensitivity testing will be implemented and 
documented for all important assumptions.  Where applicable, goodness-of-fit tests will be 
encouraged. 

2.2.8. Initially, the BSCR will be run in parallel with any approved internal model. As an adjunct 
to BSCR returns, the BMA currently requires Class 4 companies to submit the results of a range 
of stress and scenario tests, which are analysed against companies’ statutory returns and estimated 
maximum losses. These quantitative analyses are complemented by a comprehensive risk 
management framework of regulatory controls. 

2.2.9. Modelling theory and practice is evolving, and a process of continuous refinement of the 
review and approval process will be adopted, as the BMA responds to theoretical and industry 
developments, and evolving practice worldwide. 

2.2.10. The BMA is intending to augment international supervisory practices by developing in-
depth standards for reviewing catastrophe modelling, dependency structures and the 
quantification of diversification benefits.  
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3.0. Market Overview 

3.0.1. Bermuda is home to a number of leading international insurers and reinsurers2 that play a 
significant role in the global market. Eight of the top 20 non-life reinsurers by global net written 
premium are based in Bermuda3. In 2007, Bermuda accounted for more than half the premiums 
ceded offshore by U.S. carriers4. Bermuda companies have a reputation for being technically 
proficient, well capitalised and prudently reserved. 

3.0.2. Economic capital modelling has long been central to the management of Bermuda 
companies.  Many Bermuda companies have implemented a marginal capital allocation approach 
to underwriting risks, particularly catastrophe5 risks, where the capital required to support any 
potential new business is determined in light of the existing portfolio of risks.  

3.0.3. Bermuda reinsurers have been at the forefront in the development and application of 
advanced modelling techniques and in strengthening cedant data requirements to encourage in-
depth risk capture, collation and analysis. This is highlighted by the large numbers of actuaries 
involved in underwriting and capital modelling in Bermuda. Of the approximately 130 actuaries 
in Bermuda, which gives Bermuda by far the highest number of actuaries per capita in the world, 
well over 100 are involved in underwriting and capital modelling. 

 
3.1. Catastrophe Reinsurance 
3.1.1. Bermuda is primarily a reinsurance and commercial insurance market, and this report 
focuses on modelling for reinsurers, and particularly property catastrophe reinsurers. 

3.1.2. Bermuda was the domicile of choice for a significant amount of the capital raised in the 
aftermath of the 2005 Atlantic hurricane season. The raised capital was distributed among new 
and existing companies, capital hybrids (primarily sidecars6) and insurance linked securities 
(primarily catastrophe bonds). It is estimated that over 80% of the new capital raised worldwide 
involved Bermuda companies. 

3.1.3. According the International Monetary Fund, the Bermuda market has been a major factor 
contributing to the stabilising and shortening of the traditional reinsurance cycle after major 
events such as the September 2001 World Trade Center losses and the 2005 Atlantic hurricanes. 

                                                      

2 In this report, “insurers” refers collectively to insurers and reinsurers unless otherwise specified. 
3 Standard & Poor’s Global Reinsurance Highlights 2008. 
4 NAIC statutory filings. 
5 Throughout this report “catastrophe” business refers to “property catastrophe” business, unless otherwise stated. 
6 A sidecar is a fully-collateralised instrument that takes a quota share of a primary reinsurer’s business. 
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4.0. Brief Overview of Modelling 

4.0.1. The IAIS defines an internal economic model as: 

“A risk management system developed by an insurer to analyse its overall risk 
position, to quantify risks and to determine the economic capital required to meet 
those risks.”7 

4.0.2. An economic capital model determines the amount of capital needed at a given volatility 
over a specified period. An insurer’s own risk and capital model is a valuable enterprise risk 
management tool which would be expected to more appropriately reflect actual risks than any 
standardised model. IAIS guidance and regulatory emphasis worldwide is on encouraging internal 
capital modelling to be central to a company’s risk and capital management processes, and not 
just a tool for the determination of regulatory capital. 

 
4.1. Model Requirements 
4.1.1. There are both qualitative and quantitative aspects to building, maintaining and reviewing 
an internal capital model. Controls and procedures for monitoring and mitigating risk profiles are 
a consideration in the construction, implementation and on-going maintenance of an internal 
capital model. 

4.1.2. IAIS and worldwide regulatory guidelines indicate that a company’s internal capital model 
should: 

 Be fully integrated into a company’s risk monitoring and capital management. This is 
referred to as the “Use test”, that an economic model is widely used within a company 
and plays an important role in setting and monitoring management strategies; 

 Be supplemented by comprehensive governance and control procedures; 

 Have comprehensive documentation describing model framework and parameterisation; 
and 

 Be based on a rigorous and appropriate theoretical framework that validly and robustly 
measures required capital. 

4.1.3. A model should cover all material risks including the following risk categories, and 
dependencies among categories: 

 Natural Catastrophe risk; 

 Underwriting risk; 

 Reserving risk; 

 Market risk (investment risk); 

                                                      

7 Paragraph 5, IAIS Guidance Paper on the Use of Internal Models for Regulatory Capital Purposes, October 2008. 
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 Credit risk; 

 Operational risk; and 

 Group and Liquidity risk. 

4.1.4. The survey intentionally defined risk categories quite broadly.  Risk categorisation is itself 
not a straightforward exercise, and as discussed below there are many complexities associating 
with modelling the interactions between risks.  

  
4.2. Definition of Capital 
4.2.1. We distinguish between regulatory capital, economic capital, and held capital as follows: 

 Regulatory or statutory capital is as set by the regulators. In Bermuda, this is the BSCR, 
which is calibrated at 99% TVAR8, over a one-year time horizon. The BSCR is described 
in Appendix Two to this report. 

 Economic capital is as determined by a company’s management as required to support 
the company’s business objectives. Economic capital can be determined by reference to 
an internal capital model. 

 Held capital is actual capital: in accounting terms, admitted assets less liabilities. 

4.2.2. These different capital measures may reflect the same risk metric calibrated to a different 
level. For example, the BSCR is calibrated at 99% TVaR, intending to reflect a BBB rating by a 
particular rating agency. A company may determine economic capital at a higher percentile to 
reflect management’s assessment of capital needs and/or intention to maintain a higher level 
rating.  

4.2.3. All surveyed companies hold capital significantly in excess of both regulatory 
requirements, and what companies estimate is required to support their business plans (economic 
capital). This is largely in response to rating agency requirements. 

4.2.4. The extent to which held capital exceeds economic capital can be considered to reflect 
scepticism regarding capital modelling, allowance for model risk and/or capital to support 
unmodelled risk. The extent to which capital is in excess of actual business needs reflects 
inefficient allocation of capital. However, the capital required to support business needs cannot be 
determined with certainty, and the market and/or rating agencies may require the company’s held 
capital to exceed any estimate of economic capital. 

4.2.5. Rating agencies are developing processes for the review of internal capital models, and as 
modelling prowess and reliability increase, the rating agencies may allow greater reliance on a 
company’s own modelling9. 

 
 

                                                      

8 Tail Value at Risk at x%: expected loss given the xth percentile loss (Value at Risk or VaR) is breached. 
9 For example, see S&P’s Application Guide: Assessing Insurers’ Economic Capital Models, issued May 2008. 
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4.3. Model Outputs and Metrics 
4.3.1. Economic capital modelling requires a risk profile (distribution of outcomes of a relevant 
statistic, such as net assets), a risk measure (such as VaR or TVAR), and a risk tolerance or 
appetite (such as “failure” no more than once in every 250 modelled outcomes).   

4.3.2. A time horizon also needs to be specified.  Different risk categories can have different time 
horizons applying.  For example, many regulatory and company economic models use a one-year 
time horizon, with liabilities run-off to fruition (to ultimate). 

4.3.3. A risk measure10 and risk appetite are combined to give a risk metric, such as 99.5% VaR.  
In this case, 99.5% VaR means that the desired outcome for the statistic being measured is that 
the “Value at Risk” is at an acceptable level (usually positive) for 99.5% of modelled outcomes, 
or 199 out of every 200 scenarios. 

4.3.4. A risk profile can be either a large number of simulated outcomes, or a distribution fitted 
around some statistical measures, such as the first and second moments of an assumed 
distribution.   

 

4.4. Model Structures 
4.4.1. An economic model is structured to produce a risk profile of a financial amount which is of 
interest, such as profit or economic or required capital.   

4.4.2. A risk profile can be developed by modelling all components of risk and value together in a 
holistic manner, or by taking a silo approach and separately analysing each risk category or type, 
and then allowing for dependencies between risk categories. 

4.4.3. The two most common methods used to model dependency structures are correlation 
coefficients and copula formulae11.  Modelling dependency structures is discussed further at 
Appendix Six. 

4.4.4. With a silo approach, a risk profile is derived for each risk category, and the risk profiles 
are then combined (taking account of dependencies) to give an aggregate risk profile, from which 
an overall capital requirement is obtained by applying a risk metrice to the risk profile. 

4.4.5. A silo approach usually assumes that capital is fungible between risk categories. 

4.4.6. A silo approach is useful for explicating risks which need to be considered in economic 
capital modelling, but difficult to apply in a theoretically sound manner such that the combination 
of risks across silos is meaningful.   

4.4.7. With a silo approach, where risk categories are modelled separately and then combined to 
give an aggregate scenario, the assumptions underlying each risk category in any one scenario are 
not always consistent.   

                                                      

10 Many risk measures such as VaR are not coherent, a statistical attribute discussed below.  Non-coherent measures can 
give inappropriate outcomes, such as mis-estimation of diversification effects. 
11 Using correlation coefficients is equivalent to applying a Gaussian copula. 
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4.4.8. Additionally, with a silo approach, it is not necessarily the case that risk measures 
determined separately for a number of risk categories can be easily applied at the aggregate level. 

4.4.9. A holistic model has a structure converse to that of a silo approach to modelling. 

4.4.10. First, an overall risk profile for (say) required capital is derived, and then the chosen risk 
metric at the aggregate level is applied.    

4.4.11. With a holistic model, the interdependencies among (notional) risk categories are 
automatically taken into account.  If required, the overall capital requirement can then be 
allocated among risk categories.   

4.4.12. There is a fundamental difference in the approaches: a silo approach attempts to estimate 
capital required for each risk category first, before combining in some way to give an overall 
capital requirement; a holistic approach estimates overall capital required first before allocating 
back to risk category or line of business (or other classification) if required.   

4.4.13. Some regulatory regimes allow for “partial” internal models for the determination of 
regulatory capital.  This means that some risk categories are modelled using an internal economic 
capital model, and some by application of standard formulae.  Total capital requirement is 
determined as the sum of required capital for risk categories directly modelled, and the amounts 
arising from the standard formulae for non-modelled risks. 

4.4.14. Partial internal models implicitly assume a silo approach to risk, and inherit the structural 
issues of a silo approach to capital modelling discussed above.  In particular, there is some 
difficulty allowing for dependencies between modelled and non-modelled risk categories in a 
partial internal model. 

 

4.5. Model Output 
4.5.1. Within each risk category for a silo approach, or in aggregate for a holistic approach, 
economic capital is estimated either deterministically or using Monte Carlo simulation, where key 
variables are randomly selected from statistical distributions.   

4.5.2. Investment scenarios are often modelled as time series to allow for temporal dependencies, 
with mean reversion of driver assumptions. 

4.5.3. It is common for investment scenarios to be modelled separately to other risk categories 
using an economic scenario generator, the output of which serves as inputs into the capital model. 

4.5.4. Model output represents a large number of scenarios showing (for example) economic 
capital, which scenarios are then ranked from best outcome to worst. 

4.5.5. A company then determines economic capital according to its own risk profile and metric. 
For example, a company may choose a VaR measure, applied to a distribution of economic net 
assets, and a capital requirement calculated at the 99.5 percentile. This would reflect capital at a 
level that would be exhausted only once in every 200 modelled scenarios.  
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4.5.6. This common framework for economic capital modelling is as set out in the following 
schematic.  A silo approach models from top to bottom of the diagram, a holistic approach from 
bottom to top.   
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5.0. This Report 

5.0.1. The remainder of this report sets out summarised feedback of the survey results. In 
addition, there are a number of appendices: 

1. Appendix 1 gives a brief synopsis of the history of the Bermuda insurance market. 

2. Appendix 2 summarises the Bermuda Solvency Capital Requirements (BSCR). 

3. Appendix 3 sets out a generalised description of the Bermuda approach to capital modelling 
for property catastrophe business. 

4. Appendix 4 sets out some observations on the commonly used catastrophe models. 

5. Appendix 5 sets out the options (“switches”) available in commonly used vendor-provided 
catastrophe models as well as insurance and reinsurance market practices in handling model 
outputs. 

6. Appendix 6 initiates technical discussion on economic capital modelling. 

7. Appendix 7 sets out the survey questions and collated responses. 

8. Appendix 8 lists companies which participated in the survey. 
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6.0. Who filled out the survey? 

6.1. The Companies 
6.1.1. The BMA surveyed all Class 4 insurers and reinsurers12. The survey was based on closed-
form questions which have been augmented with discussions with companies. The survey is 
included at Appendix Seven to this report. 

6.1.2. All 30 active Class 4 insurers and reinsurers responded. In fiscal year 2007, the respondents 
accounted for approximately US$29 billion of net written premium (NWP). 

6.1.3. Of the respondents, 22 (73% by number, 90% by NWP) have already implemented an 
internal capital model. Of these 22 models, 20 are based on stochastic parameter generation. The 
majority of the companies who do not have a model implemented are the smaller and newer 
entrants to the market, with only one of these in the top 20 of companies, based on 2007 net 
written premium figures. 

 
6.2. The People 
6.2.1. The survey respondents were all senior company executives, mainly from actuarial and 
finance areas. From discussions it was clear that survey responses were often a team effort. 

6.2.2. Most of the respondents have a Chief Risk Officer (CRO). Sometimes the role is jointly 
shared with the responsibilities of Chief Actuary or Chief Investment Officer. Developing 
practice encourages a separation of these roles, with the CRO responsible for risk and capital 
modelling and reporting directly to the CEO, with Board access and support, and a clear 
delineation of interactions with other areas. 

 

 

                                                      

12 This included some companies which can be considered dormant or in run-off. 
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7.0. Capital Measurement 

7.0.1. Most companies in Bermuda measure economic capital, statutory capital and capital 
required by rating agencies. As a large reinsurance market, sound financial ratings are essential 
for Bermuda companies, and there is a focus on meeting rating agency requirements. 

7.0.2. To achieve required ratings, companies hold capital well in excess of statutory or economic 
capital. The BSCR is calibrated at a BBB rating level13, which is a few notches below the rating 
level desired by Bermuda reinsurers. 

7.0.3. The rating agencies are actively researching company use of internal capital modelling. For 
example, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) is moving toward a credibility-weighted formula for capital 
determination of the form: 

required S&P capital = (1-x)% standard S&P formula + x% economic capital 

where, x, the extent of reliance placed on a company’s own modelling, is based on S&P’s review 
of a company’s capital model. S&P’s standards for assessing a company’s capital modelling 
capabilities are not dissimilar to guidance issued by the IAIS and being put in place by the BMA 
and other regulators. 

 
 
 
7.0.4. Other capital measures used include UK GAAP. 

 

                                                      

13 Corresponds to 99% TVAR which is about 99.6% VaR under an assumption of Normality. 
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8.0. Capital Allocation 

8.0.1. Companies were asked to allocate risk into the following categories: Catastrophe, 
Underwriting, Reserving, Market, Operational, Credit, Other, Liquidity, and Group. 

8.0.2. Categorisation of risks differs between companies, particularly between catastrophe, 
underwriting and reserving risks. For the purposes of this survey: 

1. Catastrophe risks are considered to be those relating to events caused by natural perils 
(hurricane, earthquake etc), plus terrorism; 

2. Underwriting risks are all other risks relating to potential (not incurred) losses under 
insurance and reinsurance contracts; i.e., the risk that future earned premiums will be 
inadequate to cover losses and associated expenses; and 

3. Reserving risks relate to potential adverse development in loss reserves (incurred 
claims). 

8.0.3. To enable meaningful aggregation of statistics, some survey returns were adjusted after 
submission and subsequent discussions with companies. 

8.0.4. There is not one single method for allocating capital to particular risks, which means 
aggregation of results across companies can be misleading. There is also some blurring of the 
categorisation of operational and other risks, which is discussed at greater length below. 

8.0.5. Capital allocation among different risk categories can be weighted by a number of statistics 
to allow more meaningful aggregation across companies. The charts below show ‘unweighted’ 
allocations.  Capital allocation weighted by NWP from 2007 statutory returns was also developed 
but are not shown. 
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8.1. Insurance Risk 
8.1.1. The most significant risk category is catastrophe, with an unweighted average percentage 
allocation of 32%. Weighting by 2007 NWP reduces catastrophe risk proportion to 23%. This 
percentage reduction arises because of the impact of a small number of large, diversified writers. 

8.1.2. Underwriting risk (26% average percentage allocation, 22% weighted by 2007 NWP) and 
reserving risk (25% average percentage allocation, 33% weighted by 2007 NWP) are the next 
largest categories.  

8.1.3. The survey was carried out after two comparatively benign years for property catastrophe 
business. It is noted that the proportion of capital allocated to reserving risk is larger for the 
longer established companies. In the future, the percentage of capital allocated to reserving risk is 
likely to increase as Bermuda companies move toward multi-line business strategies and away 
from pure catastrophe exposures. 

 
8.2. Market Risk 
8.2.1. Market risk accounts for 15% of the average capital allocation both for a simple average of 
the percentage allocations of capital and when weighted by 2007 NWP. This reflects the 
conservative investment philosophy adopted by Bermuda insurers, which in 2007 had 92% of 
bonds and indentures invested in government, AAA or AA rated corporate bonds or their 
equivalent. 

 
8.3. Operational risk 
8.3.1. Operational risk accounts for three percent of total capital, weighted by 2007 NWP. For the 
four companies which explicitly measure operational risk in their capital models, the average 
capital allocation to operational risk is nine percent, weighted by 2007 NWP. 

8.3.2. The diversity of the insurers and reinsurers in Bermuda may mean it is not meaningful to 
aggregate operational risk across companies. All risk categories have an element of operational 
exposure, and minimal allocation of capital to operational risk does not necessarily reflect poor 
practice. Underwriting and capital modelling is central to the Bermuda business, and to some 
extent the corporate philosophies adopted and applied ameliorate the need for separate 
identification of operational risk. 

8.3.3. Bermuda has a number of property catastrophe reinsurers which do not write significant 
amounts of other lines of business. These companies often have sophisticated underwriting tools, 
continuous monitoring and management of exposures and a conservative investment philosophy. 
A property catastrophe reinsurer which writes no other lines of business will have completely 
different exposure to operational risk than a multi-line insurer. 

8.3.4. The analysis and quantification of operational risk is a developing field, and our 
discussions with companies indicate that a lot of work will be carried out in this area over the 
next few years.  
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8.4. Other Risks 
No company allocated capital to group risk in their capital model, and just two companies 
allocate capital to liquidity risk. Other risk categories include exchange rate risk, run-off risk and 
reinvestment risk. 

 
8.5. Comparison to U.K. 
8.5.1. We can compare the results of the BMA survey with information collected in the Individual 
Capital Assessment (ICA) reports required by the UK’s Financial Services Authority (FSA). The 
ICA figures comprise approximately 160 property and casualty insurers and reinsurers, including 
Lloyd’s. The UK market as a whole is less focussed on reinsurance, leading to lower catastrophe 
and underwriting risk charges. 

8.5.2. The FSA categorises catastrophe, underwriting and reserving risk together as insurance 
risk, and there may be other differences in definition. 

8.5.3. The comparison between the two jurisdictions is shown in the graph below. In summary: 

1. Bermuda companies deploy a larger proportion of capital to insurance risks, which 
dominates the percentages allocated to other risk categories. 

2. The proportion of capital allocated to market risk, group risk and liquidity risk is 
similar. 

3. Bermuda companies allocate a lower proportion to both operational and credit risk. 

4. The larger proportion of primary insurers in the UK leads to more credit risk, a large 
component of which is reinsurer default risk. 

5. The size, corporate complexity and retail market focus of UK insurers leads to more 
exposure to operational risk. The UK market may be ahead of Bermuda in the 
monitoring and quantification of operational risk, partly because the FSA’s ICA 
regime has been in place for a number of years. 
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9.0. Catastrophe Risk 

9.0.1. Bermuda companies reinsure a significant proportion of global catastrophe risk, 
particularly property catastrophe risk. Capital modelling is central to the operations of Bermuda’s 
catastrophe reinsurers is Bermuda, where common practice is to consider the marginal allocation 
of capital to new risks in the context of the existing portfolio of risks. For such models, pricing 
risks and determination of required capital are seamlessly integrated. 

9.0.2. The widespread reliance on vendor-provided catastrophe models presents systemic risk to 
Bermuda and the insurance and reinsurance market globally. Some companies have processes and 
practices in place to mitigate the reliance on the vendor models. 

9.0.3. Appendix Three to this report provides a generalised description of the approach to capital 
modelling for catastrophe reinsurers in Bermuda. Appendix Four sets out some observations on 
the vendor models. 

9.0.4. Appendix Five gives an overview of the options available in the three commonly used 
vendor models as well as insurance and reinsurance market practices in handling model outputs. 

9.0.5. The BMA has initiated discussions with each of the major model vendors with the aim of 
developing both analytical and qualitative procedures to monitor catastrophe risk management. 

 
9.1. Vendor Model Reliance 
9.1.1 There is significant reliance on vendor-provided catastrophe models.  The three widely used 
models are referred to as RMS, AIR and EQECAT. Most companies license more than one 
model, and different versions of each of the models are used, sometimes in tandem. There exists a 
large range of options within the models, and in the way companies perform analysis and how 
model outputs are used or augmented to determine risk price. 

9.1.2. All but one of the 22 companies which write catastrophe risk license Risk Management 
Solutions’ (RMS’) model. Applied Insurance Research’s (AIR’s) CATRADER is used by 15 
(68%) of the 22 companies, and EQECAT by seven (32%). 

9.1.3. Seven companies use only RMS. This represents 32% of the 22 companies, and 49% when 
weighted by 2007 NWP. 

9.1.4. All of the companies which license AIR or EQECAT also license at least one other model, 
and six companies (27%) use all three vendor models.  
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9.1.5. Four companies are using or developing their own catastrophe model. This is a significant 
investment and requires a diverse skill set, not only in insurance, statistical, modelling and 
financial fields, but also in engineering, meteorology and other relevant disciplines. 

 
9.2. Model Selection 
9.2.1. For companies that use more than one vendor model, only one selects the outcome from the 
most conservative (highest) model. Three companies consistently use different models for 
different perils, and two favour one model for all perils. 

9.2.2. The majority of companies (60%) use a range of methods for selecting catastrophe model 
results, such as variable weightings of AIR and RMS curves. There is rarely an objective 
systematic process for determining relative model weights, and underwriters often have discretion 
over the weighting of selections. 

 
9.3. Model Shortcomings 
9.3.1. There is awareness of potential shortcomings of the vendor models, and the majority of 
companies (77%) apply loadings to vendor model outputs. These loadings may reflect 
straightforward adjustments, such as an expense element, or perceived deficiencies in the models. 
The practice of adjusting vendor model outputs may mitigate the risk of underestimating losses, 
and is discussed in greater detail below. 

 
9.4. Testing Vendor Models 
9.4.1. Only a few companies carry out analysis which leads to modification of the frequency and 
severity assumptions in the vendor models. Newer versions of the vendor models are often 
assessed by testing against outcomes arising from earlier versions, which presupposes the validity 
of the earlier version and does not question overall model structure. 

9.4.2. Generally, there is great reliance on the expertise and intuition of experienced underwriters 
to modify vendor model outputs. This may be less appropriate in catastrophe business than other 
reinsurance lines, where the relationship of each risk to the portfolio as a whole is critical; it is not 
optimal to consider risks exposed to catastrophe losses in isolation. 
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9.5. Vendor Model Assumptions 
9.5.1. The vendor models use theoretical distributions for frequency (e.g. Poisson, Negative 
Binomial). Severity distributions vary depending on the vendor model and peril under 
consideration and are often empirical, parameterized by historical loss experience and in some 
cases quite sophisticated models which simulate building response based on engineering 
principles. 

9.5.2. The models do not always fully allow for dependencies between related perils, such as 
earthquake and resulting fire loss. 

9.5.3. The trend over time has been the development of more refined modelling capabilities, 
including the ability to consider very detailed location specific characteristics (e.g. wind-driven 
missile exposure), which may be introducing spurious accuracy. 

9.5.4. Some more refined contractual terms and conditions are difficult to consider within the 
models.  Some models do not currently consider risk clustering and none allow for contracts 
possibly reinstating in the same event. 

9.5.5. The vendor models estimate losses across all storm intensities, whilst it is the extreme 
events which are of most interest. The current approach may not facilitate application of extreme 
event theory, which seems particularly suited to the processes being studied. 

9.5.6. The three models are conceptually similar, and the appearance of choice may be somewhat 
illusory. All three models use the same source to determine seismic risk for US earthquake, for 
example, the United States Geological Survey Seismic Hazard Maps. 

 
9.6. Mitigating Vendor Model Risk 
9.6.1. In addition to building a bespoke catastrophe model and/or adjusting vendor model 
outcomes, there are some practices in place which alleviate the reliance on vendor models: 

1. All companies monitor exposure by region and peril, and endeavour to write to strict 
aggregate limits. Aggregating exposure limits is in itself a complex modelling 
exercise. 

2. Some companies reduce limits for certain territories where there is uncertainty with 
the model or significant divergence in assessment of risk by the different models. 

 
9.7. Post 2005 Model Adjustments 
9.7.1. The 2004 season saw four major Atlantic hurricanes produce significant insurance losses, 
and the 2005 season also experienced large losses from hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma. 

9.7.2. It is generally accepted that the vendor models under-estimated losses arising from the 
2005 Atlantic hurricane season. Subsequently, significant changes in assumptions and 
methodologies were made to the vendor models.  

9.7.3. A major change to the vendor models was the introduction of hurricane frequency rates 
based on more recent (“near-term”) experience. Previously, frequency assumptions for hurricanes 
were based on experience over approximately 100 years. 
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9.7.4. The change in frequency assumptions increased annual expected losses by 30% to 50%, 
depending upon the model used. There was also significant redistribution of geographic dispersal 
of risk. 

9.7.5. In addition to the change in frequency assumptions, significant adjustments were made to 
vulnerability functions, which generally resulted in increases to the estimated financial loss for a 
given wind speed. 

9.7.6. The changes to the frequency and severity assumptions when compounded resulted in 
significant re-adjustment of estimated losses. 

9.7.7. More changes to the vendor models can be expected in the future. The extents of these 
changes exemplify the reasons users of vendor models should be sceptical of model assumptions, 
methodologies and outcomes. 

9.7.8. It is noted that the vendor models are based on stochastic generation of events, and as such 
are geared to be pricing tools. They are less suited to determining after-event losses. 

9.7.9. For example, original estimates for 2008’s Hurricane Ike were subsequently revised 
upward quite significantly by one catastrophe modeller, and industry loss estimates now exceed 
the initial ranges provided by all three modellers. 

9.7.10. To determine post-event losses, the models need to determine a wind speed footprint and 
isolate events of a similar nature within their event catalogues. Some vendor models use blending 
methods to overcome the possibility that no one event in their catalogues mirrors the actual event 
that has occurred. The use of mean wind speeds within this process may not fully allow for 
localised gusts, the impact of which may be more important in determining loss than sustained 
wind. 

9.7.11. Hurricane Ike had a wide footprint and low wind speeds, which is a more difficult event to 
model. Also, Ike interacted with an inland weather system which caused higher than modelled 
losses away from the coast. 

9.7.12. Generally, the models are tending to broaden their range of estimates, which has 
advantages and disadvantages. 

 
9.8. Relationship between Capital and Catastrophe Models 
9.8.1. The extent of integration of the vendor models into companies’ internal capital models 
varies. Some companies use a range of model outcomes or coalesce model outcomes external to 
the vendor models, and then input these manifold outcomes into the capital model. 

9.8.2. Some companies use a multi-model approach for pricing, and one model for capital 
modelling. Some companies have a fully integrated structure combining catastrophe and capital 
modelling. 
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9.9. Which Perils are Modelled? 
9.9.1. There is variation in market practice regarding which perils are modelled. Hurricane and 
earthquake risk are modelled worldwide by all companies surveyed, with one exception. 
Approximately two-thirds of companies model tornado, hail and flood perils. About 50% of 
companies include terrorism exposures. Only 28% of companies allow for all perils available in 
the vendor models. 

9.9.2. All but one of the companies allows for perils not considered by the catastrophe models 
(commonly referred to as “non-modelled perils”). This is good practice, as all loss sources should 
be considered when modelling capital requirements, but problematic in practice. 

9.9.3. It is difficult to determine catastrophe risk dependency relationships emanating from 
property per risk treaties. This exposure can only be allowed for in vendor models with detailed 
location by location exposure information, which tends to be rare for property per risk exposures 
outside the U.S. 

 
 
9.9.4. In general, natural catastrophe modelling is more fully integrated into economic capital 
models than other lines of business. 

 
9.10. Adjusting Vendor Model Outcomes 
9.10.1. Seventy-seven percent of companies apply loadings to vendor model outputs. Loadings 
are increases to model outputs applied for various factors such as under-insurance, poor building 
construction characteristics and loss adjustment expense (while commonly covered contractually, 
LAE is not allowed for in vendor models). 

9.10.2. Some companies make adjustments for their perceived view of inadequacies in vendor 
model loss estimates by applying flat percentage loadings. Even after the recent revisions of 
vendor models discussed above, substantial loadings are still being applied for some lines of 
business and some perils. 
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9.10.3. The inclusion or exclusion of these largely judgemental loadings has material impact on 
pricing and capital requirements. 

9.10.4. A breakdown of the various loadings incorporated by the market is shown below. 

Table 1: Applied Loadings (% of respondents) 

Based on 
Count

Based on 
2007 NWP

Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense 81% 88%
Non-modelled Perils 81% 86%

Business Interruption to supplement where not modelled 50% 48%
Insurance to value adjustments 75% 82%

Data quality adjustments 56% 62%
Additional Demand Surge Loadings 31% 24%

Other factors for prudence 38% 45%

Include Loading

 
 
9.11. Supplemental Catastrophic Losses 
9.11.1. All companies consider the effect of demand surge (post-event inflation), which is the 
increase in the price of goods and services arising after a major catastrophe. Several companies 
load the demand surge allowance estimated in vendor models. 

9.11.2. All but one company model storm surge effects from hurricanes, and fire following 
earthquake damage where provided within the models. Sixteen of the 22 companies model 
sprinkler damage following an earthquake. Five companies model supplemental losses in addition 
to those provided by the vendor models including additional flood, secondary uncertainty and 
demand surge. The modelling of supplemental losses has increased since the losses of 2004 and 
2005. 
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9.12. Exposure Data for Catastrophic Risks 
9.12.1. Quality of data generally is discussed elsewhere in this report. This section discusses 
exposure data relating to natural catastrophe modelling. 

9.12.2. The quality of exposure data provided by insureds, cedants and brokers for catastrophe 
modelling has improved in recent years. Historically, the Bermuda market has been instrumental 
in developing detailed data capture procedures, which facilitates better risk modelling. 

9.12.3. Nineteen of the 22 companies (86%) described provided exposure data as ‘good’ or ‘very 
good’, in terms of geocoding, construction and occupancy coding. None described provided data 
as ‘poor’, and only one as of ‘moderate’ quality. 

9.12.4. There are no objective methodologies or industry standards currently in place to assess 
data quality, and there are clearly differing degrees of sophistication regarding the analysis of 
exposure data. This is an evolving area and external databases are being developed.  

9.12.5. Data deficiencies are revealed as part of the underwriting process, and data quality often 
explicitly impacts rates. Data quality varies widely by cedant and class of business for many 
companies, and also between insurance and reinsurance risks. 

9.12.6. The extended chain for data receipt, from insured via broker to insurer via broker to 
reinsurer, can impede detailed analysis of underlying data. 

9.12.7. Nine companies write retrocessional reinsurance risks, and only three of the nine are 
provided with ground up data for modelling. 

 
 
9.12.8. Overall, U.S.-based risks appear to provide better data. Modelling of U.S. risks is carried 
out at a more granular level than applies for other regions. This is a particular concern for Japan, 
where complicated policy structures are prevalent and for some reinsurance where there are no 
limitations on insured event size. 
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9.12.9. Less detailed and reliable data results in less robust modelling and potentially mis-rating. 
It is sometimes difficult to determine with any reliability the aggregate exposure in some regions. 
There are often significant discrepancies between exposure values received in reinsurance 
submissions and a vendor model’s Industry Exposure Database (IED). 

9.12.10. One way to address this is to track exposures for independent verification of vendor 
model IEDs, which is a relatively simple, objective and independent check of a key driver of 
losses. 
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10.0. Underwriting Risk 

10.0.1. There are twenty surveyed companies which generate parameters stochastically, and 18 of 
these companies model all or some underwriting risk by separately estimating frequency and 
severity of losses. All eighteen of these companies explicitly model outwards reinsurance 
contracts, with varying degrees of sophistication. 

10.0.2. Separately estimating frequency and severity of losses using either deterministic or 
stochastic processes is a widely accepted approach for modelling insurance losses, particularly 
large losses, where the impact of individual claim amounts is required to feed through an 
outwards reinsurance program. 

10.0.3. Aggregate distributions are commonly used to model attritional (non-large) losses. 

 
10.1. Loss Frequency Assumptions 
10.1.1. Poisson is the most popular (94% of companies) distribution used to model loss 
frequency, followed by the Negative Binomial distribution (72%). Some companies use different 
distributions for different loss sources, therefore percentages in total in the graph below add to 
more than unity. 

10.1.2. The Poisson distribution has heuristic appeal, as it has one parameter and is easy to 
convolute with certain severity assumptions. Three conditions are required for the Poisson 
distribution to be applicable: 1. claims must occur independently, 2. only one claim can occur at 
any one time, and 3. the probability of a claim in a period is proportional to the length of the 
period. 

10.1.3. The Poisson distribution is considered by some to be too thin-tailed to model reinsurance 
claim frequency, and it’s not clear that the three conditions above always apply. Lloyd’s 
recommends Negative Binomial as a more appropriate distribution. Binomial distributions have 
thicker tails, but have other limitations, including the inherent assumption of only a finite number 
of possible events. Thickening the tail of a frequency assumption is not always appropriate when 
modelling extreme events. 

10.1.4. An alternative to theoretical distributions is to derive an empirical distribution based on 
historical data. Empirical distributions need adjustment to allow for outliers not observed in data. 

10.1.5. Bayesian techniques provide a robust theoretical framework for blending assumed 
distributions with actual data. 
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10.2. Loss Severity Assumptions 
10.2.1. Loss severity distributions for reinsurance need to be suitable for generating extreme loss 
events. Distributions commonly used to model claim severity include Lognormal (78% of 
companies), Pareto (56%) and Beta (50%). Other heavy-tailed distributions (Weibull, Gumbel) 
are also used. 

10.2.2. Two companies use Gaussian (Normal) distributions, which is not usually seen as 
appropriate for reinsurance loss modelling. The Beta distribution is also used, which has ease of 
application. The Beta distribution is often used in banking to model market risk, and being 
bounded is not always appropriate for modelling reinsurance risks. 

10.2.3. Some companies develop empirical distributions from historical data, which may require 
adjustment to reflect the potential for extreme events that have not previously been experienced. 
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10.3. The Underwriting Cycle 
10.3.1. In parameterising distributions, 11 companies (50%) take some account of the 
underwriting cycle. Two companies have plans to implement the underwriting cycle in loss 
modelling. 

10.3.2. Of the 11 companies which allow for cyclic market conditions, only two fully incorporate 
the underwriting cycle, including the one company with a multi-year model. Adjustment for the 
underwriting cycle requires a perspective of anticipated premium levels and market and company 
conditions generally. 

 
10.4. Back Testing 
10.4.1. Fitting distributions to scanty data is an exacting discipline, susceptible to both under-
fitting and over-fitting. 

10.4.2. Randomly selecting parameters from either a theoretical or empirical distribution can 
make it difficult to allow for dependency structures in multivariate models, or temporal 
relationships in multi-period models. 

10.4.3. Actuaries are often responsible for the selection and fitting of distributions, and actuarial 
training does not cover statistical theory in depth. Statistical goodness-of-fit tests are widely 
available for analysing fitted distributions, but tend to be under-used in the insurance industry. In 
general, actuaries are primarily practitioners, more concerned with specific singular outcomes 
than over-arching theories. 

10.4.4. The Bermuda market has a comparatively high proportion of modellers with doctorates 
and other qualifications in statistical and modelling theory, but worldwide it is expected that the 
actuarial profession will be largely responsible for insurers’ economic capital models. 

10.4.5. The International Association of Actuaries is currently developing guidance for actuaries 
working on capital models. 
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11.0. Reserving Risk 

11.1. Reserve Volatility 
11.1.1. Reserve volatility, or reserve risk, is the propensity for reserves to be mis-estimated. Of 
the 22 respondents with an internal capital model, reserving risk is addressed by 17 (77%) within 
the model. The graph below shows methods used to model reserving risk for the 14 companies 
which indicated method. Many companies used a range of methods. 

11.1.2. The most popular method for assessing reserve variability is via Bootstrapping methods, 
where standardised random residuals are sampled to give a forecast distribution of outstanding 
liabilities, including cash flows, which can be used for discounting.  Bootstrapping can be applied 
to several different underlying models, although the most popular are the so-called over-dispersed 
Poisson model and Mack’s model. 

11.1.3. Five companies utilise the Mack approach applied analytically, which is a regression 
formulation of volume-weighted average (chain ladder) link ratios and provides a standard 
deviation of forecast outstanding liabilities only, rather than a full distribution. Other approaches 
to estimating reserve variability include assigning aggregate distributions to ultimate losses and 
the use of Generalised Linear Models (GLMs). 

11.1.4. There is extensive actuarial literature on reserving estimation, and it remains a developing 
area. 

 
 
11.1.5. Most economic capital modelling is done over a one-year time horizon, and includes run-
off of end-balance sheet liabilities. There are different procedures used to allow for the volatility 
in the end-balance sheet reserve number. Any anticipated development in reserves needs to be 
recognised immediately under most accounting regimes. 

 
11.2. Reserve Definition 
11.2.1. For the purposes of economic capital modelling, reserves are determined on an accounting 
basis by 45% of survey respondents. Fourteen percent use an economic basis to determine 
reserves (central or best estimate), which allows for the time value of money. 
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11.2.2. Other approaches include estimated central estimate plus risk margin, and booked reserves 
less a discount for the time value of money. 

11.2.3. Five companies model a reserve within the capital model that is different from booked 
reserves. Generally this is because best estimate reserves are used within capital models, whilst 
booked reserves incorporate some additional prudence. 

11.2.4. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission has set out a methodology for determining 
reserve ranges, and a number of companies parameterise estimation of reserve volatility 
consistent with the SEC guidance. 
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12.0. Market Risk 

12.0.1. Eighteen of the survey respondents measure market risk in their internal capital models. 

12.0.2. Common practice is the use of vendor-provided Economic Scenario Generators (ESGs) to 
model market risk. An ESG models movements in a company’s investment portfolio. The 
different ESGs are conceptually similar. Each generates a range of potential economic scenarios 
that can be sampled as part of the stochastic modelling process in an economic capital model. 

12.0.3. For each scenario, a number of economic variables are modelled, such as interest rates, 
GDP, currencies, credit spreads and stock index movements, with varying degrees of granularity. 
The models attempt to appropriately reflect any observed dependencies between economic 
variables. 

12.0.4. There are a number of ESGs available on the market. It is common practice to use the 
outputs of an ESG as inputs to a company’s economic capital model. Using a vendor-developed 
ESG model makes it difficult to co-ordinate assumptions across risk categories. Only one 
company has developed its own ESG. 

12.0.5. Sixty-one per cent, 11 of the 18 companies, which measure market risk in their internal 
capital models use an ESG. The Tillinghast, Watson Wyatt and Barrie & Hibbert models are the 
most popular. 

 
 
12.0.6. The reliance on vendor ESG models may present systemic risk in a manner similar to the 
reliance on vendor catastrophe models. 

 
12.1. Foreign Exchange Risk 
12.1.1. Most companies (82%) convert all data to a single currency (usually U.S. dollars) before 
modelling economic capital requirements. Two companies model all major currencies separately. 

12.1.2. Conversion to a single currency prior to modelling means that companies do not model 
relationships between foreign exchange and other risks. 
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12.1.3. A better practice is to model all major currencies separately, which enables dependency 
structures with other risk categories to be captured. Modelling currencies separately also allows 
fluctuations in exchange rates to be taken into account, as well as stress testing the potential 
impact of foreign exchange movements. 

12.1.4. The principle of proportionality needs to be considered when considering a company’s 
foreign exchange risk. A company for which the vast majority of business is written in one 
currency, with assets maintained in that currency, has negligible foreign exchange risk. 
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13.0. Credit Risk 

13.0.1. Fifteen of the 22 companies (68%) with capital models measure credit risk. Of these, 14 
(93%) take reinsurance credit risk into account. 

13.0.2. Other sources of credit risk which are analysed within models are investment 
counterparties and brokers. 

  
 
13.0.3. Investment counterparty risk is implicitly captured in the analysis of market risk. Some of 
the ESGs listed above allow for credit migration and default of individual assets. 

13.0.4. Developing practice for modelling of credit risk applies different assumptions to different 
sectors, and has a range of dependency assumptions for risk between sectors. Transition matrices 
can also be developed to allow for credit risk evolution beyond one year. 

13.0.5. Bermuda insurers tend to have conservative investment philosophies, especially the 
catastrophe reinsurers, where liquidity is a primary investment consideration. The Class 4 
companies generally have insignificant investment exposure to sub-prime instruments. 

13.0.6. There is credit risk exposure to outward reinsurance provided by unrated vehicles, such as 
sidecars. At least in Bermuda, sidecars are required to collateralise exposure limits. Counterparty 
risk still arises, depending on the type and structure of the investments underlying the 
collateralisation. 

13.0.7. In order for the pool of collateral to provide acceptable security for the reinsurance cover 
provided, many of these vehicles gain some degree of credit enhancement from a swap 
counterparty. If that swap counterparty becomes distressed, then the company may become 
exposed to credit risk within the collateral portfolio. 
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14.0. Model Data 

14.0.1. The Bermuda market has set the standards worldwide for data requirements from cedants, 
particularly in catastrophe modelling. This is one of the major benefits of having actuaries 
involved in the underwriting process. 

14.0.2. All but one of the companies with an internal capital model have procedures in place to 
ensure the integrity of data inputs into the capital model. The only company of the 22 without 
such procedures is in the process of implementing data integrity procedures. 

14.0.3. All companies reconcile to accounting and underwriting systems to validate data inputs. 
Sometimes this reconciliation is automatic if there is integration of systems. 

14.0.4. Eighteen companies (82%) have senior management review and sign off of data integrity 
and 17 (77%) have user access controls to retain the integrity of models inputs. Nearly all 
companies use other sources to validate model inputs. 

 
 
14.1. Exposure Data 
14.1.1. Data quality varies by line of business and market. As discussed elsewhere in this report, 
U.S. property probably has the most developed data capture requirements, which is largely a 
consequence of the significant Bermuda presence in this line of business. Detailed data are 
available for other U.S. lines, such as medical malpractice and motor liability. 

14.1.2. For catastrophe business, non-U.S. data are not available at the granular level to the same 
extent as is the case for the U.S. This presents challenges in assessing exposures, particularly for 
per risk business or for terrorism exposure accumulation management. 
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14.2. Catastrophe versus Non-Catastrophe Data 
14.2.1. A key advantage of catastrophe models is that they provide a common method for 
cataloguing and exchanging exposure and model output data. For other lines of business, 
underwriting information is often provided in spreadsheet form and there is less tendency to 
aggregate data centrally. 

14.1.2. For non-catastrophe lines, the lack of data means the modelling is often less sophisticated. 
Companies which write primarily catastrophe business do not always consider correlations with 
other lines of business. The principle of proportionality applies: it does not make sense to expend 
resources on areas for which there is little exposure or downside risk. 

14.1.3. Several companies’ underwriting platforms explicitly allow for underwriting lines of 
business other than catastrophe, with methods that develop a full aggregate loss distribution each 
time new business is considered. 

14.1.4. Some companies have underwriting platforms which consider portfolio risk profiles on a 
daily or weekly basis. Such models often have automated reconciliation procedures ensuring that 
all contracted risks are properly included. This enables live monitoring of key statistics such as 
loss ratio by contract and aggregate exposure across a range of relevant rating factors. 

14.1.5. Some companies have static models that are more manual and run less frequently, which 
makes them more prone to human error. Some companies’ economic capital models mesh 
seamlessly with the underwriting platform and require data to be entered just once. 

14.1.6. In general static models hold a less complete view of risk exposures both at the contract 
level (e.g. by excluding non-modelled perils) and often at the broader line of business 
perspective. 

 
14.2. External Data Sources 
14.2.1. External industry data can be a useful source to assist in the parameterisation of models, 
especially for the newer companies which do not have extensive data history. 

14.2.2. All but three companies use external data sources to parameterise their  capital model. The 
three companies which do not are relatively new. 

14.2.3. The sources of external data used are detailed in the chart below. The ‘other’ category 
includes rating agency credit default data, parameters from actuarial research papers and the 
Solvency II Quantitative Impact Studies (QIS). 

14.2.4. Companies also use data from clients and from other associated companies. Optimal 
practice is to capture data from all submissions, whether or not the business is written. 
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15.0. Model Structure 

15.0.1. The majority of internal capital models in the Bermuda market incorporate stochastic 
modelling of all key risk types. 

15.0.2. Of the 22 respondents with internal capital models, 16 (73%) use full stochastic 
modelling. 

15.0.3. For these 16 companies, Benfield’s ReMetrica is the most popular software platform, with 
seven users. Also popular is Igloo supported by London-based consultants EMB, with four of the 
sixteen being users. 

15.0.4. Three companies use internally developed models, with two of these having been in use 
for more than five years. Software from Guy Carpenter is used by one company. 

15.0.5. The other respondent with a full stochastic model has used the @Risk software in concert 
with Excel spreadsheets to build their model. Of the remaining six respondents, four companies 
use a combination of modelling for different risk types, and two companies use factor based 
models. 

 
15.1. Frequency of Model Runs 
15.1.1. There is a wide variation within the market regarding the frequency that capital models 
are run. Three companies run their model once per year, one company runs its model on a daily 
basis, another on a weekly basis. 

15.1.2. The most popular frequency for which to run capital models is quarterly, with half of the 
respondents using this timeframe. 
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15.1.3. Of the four companies with the most frequent model runs, three use fully internally 
developed models. This suggests that these companies have built the flexibility and automation 
needed into their models to be able to run them on a more frequent basis. It also implies that for 
these businesses, capital modelling is essential to and fully embedded into their day-to-day 
activities, as evidenced by the investment in building models from scratch.  

15.2. Frequency of Model Calibration 
15.2.1. Model parameters are recalibrated on a quarterly basis for 32% of the surveyed 
companies, with 27% recalibrating annually. Recalibration involves updating assumptions in light 
of most recent experience, or enacting other modelling refinements. For a further 18%, 
parameters are recalibrated on an ad hoc basis. 

 
 
15.2.2. The requirement to maintain statutory solvency at all times may influence the BMA’s 
guidance on appropriate model run frequency and the process and timing of recalibration 
procedures. 
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16.0. Risk Measures 

16.1. Risk Metric 
16.1.1. The most popular risk measures used are Value at Risk (VaR) and Tail Value at Risk 
(TVaR). Many companies use a range of measures. In summary: 

 18 companies (82%) use VaR as a capital measure, with percentiles used ranging from 
99% to 99.97%, 

 13 (59%) use TVaR percentiles spanning 99% to 99.5%, 

 Other risk measures are Earnings at Risk (EaR), which is used by five respondents (23%) 
and Embedded Value (EV), which is used by one company. 

16.1.2. Some companies are developing risk metrics which can be tailored to varying shareholder 
perspectives, by allowing for capital and profit variance over the full14 range of modelled 
scenarios, rather than just the extreme percentiles which are the focus of VaR and TVaR. 

 
16.2. Risk Horizon 
16.2.1. The vast majority of risk measures (86%) are analysed on a one-year time horizon. Just 
one company measures on a two- to five-year time horizon, whilst two other companies use a 
combination of terms. 

 
16.3. Comparison to Regulatory Requirements 
16.3.1. The Bermuda Solvency Capital Requirement (BSCR) is calibrated at a 99% TVaR level 
over a one-year horizon. The FSA’s ICA regime and Solvency II in Europe are both calibrated at 
a 99.5% VaR level. These two metrics result in comparable capital levels where the tail of the 
distribution is not too heavy.  

16.3.2. The TVaR approach, also known as Conditional Tail Expectation (CTE), has the technical 
advantage of being a coherent risk measure15. TVaR takes into account the whole of the tail of a 
distribution, not solely a single point as is the case with VaR.  

16.3.3. Value at Risk is coherent only for Normally distributed systems, as it does not satisfy the 
sub-additivity property. This means that using a VaR metric may not fully reflect the impact of 
diversification. 

16.3.4. A.M. Best’s Capital Adequacy Ratio (BCAR) guidelines, which are set out in the table 
below, indicate that the VaR percentile required for an A- rating is equivalent to withstanding a 
one in 370 year loss. Both TVaR 99% and VaR 99.5% are intended to be approximately 
equivalent to a one in 200 year loss, which is similar to a BBB rating16. 

                                                      

14 “Full” here may be restricted to scenarios to the right of (greater than) the mean of modelled outcomes. 
15 Coherent risk measures are generally considered to have greater applicability to complex systems.  A coherent risk 
measure is sub-additive, monotonic, homogeneous and translationally invariant.   
16 The BSCR is calibrated at approximately 1 in 270 year loss. 
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A.M. Best Tail Risk Rating 

Cedant Rating A++ A+ A A- 

Impairment Rate 0.03% 0.06% 0.21% 0.27% 

VaR Percentile 99.97% 99.94% 99.79% 99.73% 

Return Period (Years) 3,333 1,667 476 370 

 
16.4. Modelling Management Actions 
16.4.1. Of the 12 companies which use either a one-year with run-off timeframe, or a multi-year 
model, three (25%) have models where solvency is addressed at the end of each year. In a fully 
operational economic capital model, solvency should be ensured at each year end, or 
continuously if possible.  

16.4.2. Only one model contains built-in management and policyholder actions. This is the single 
company that has a full multi-year model. A number of other companies intend to include 
management actions in future multi-year models. 

 
16.5. Number of Runs 
16.5.1. There is a wide variation in the number of simulations run in the stochastic models, 
ranging from 5,000 to 500,000. The mean number of simulations used across companies is 
approximately 86,000, with a median of 50,000. Seventy-four percent of companies run 50,000 or 
more simulations. 

16.5.2. The number of simulations run in a model is necessarily a balancing act between 
computing time and convergence of results at the tail of the distribution. Lloyd’s of London 
requires at least 10,000 simulations, which will mean that at least 50 runs will exceed the 99.5 
percentile, and recommends more to ensure a stable result is obtained with differing random 
number starting seeds. 

16.5.3. If economic capital is measured at the 99.9 percentile, at least 50,000 simulations are 
required in order for 50 to exceed that level. 

 
16.6. Parameter Uncertainty 
16.6.1. Economic capital models usually have variables which are selected both deterministically 
and stochastically. These variables or parameters are selected based on analysis of relevant data 
and the application of judgement. 

16.6.2. With stochastic modelling, the exercise of judgement falls not to the selection of 
assumptions but to the choice of the statistical distribution from which random selections of 
assumptions are generated. For example, the amount of losses following a hurricane, or 
movements in investment portfolios, is often modelled stochastically. 
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16.6.3. Each (randomly generated) selection determines a scenario (set of assumptions), and key 
outputs are produced for each scenario. The statistical distributions from which variables are 
selected are often derived from historical analysis. Economic capital models often assume that 
observations are independent and identically distributed, and do not allow for temporal 
relationships. 

16.6.4. Parameter uncertainty describes the fact that the selected deterministic assumptions or 
distribution parameters may be wrong. This uncertainty can be allowed for in models in a number 
of ways, from explicitly allowing for some random variability in the parameters, to choosing 
parameters with conservative margins embedded, or applying loadings to results.  

16.6.5. Parameter uncertainty is a major component of model risk. Some measures of uncertainty 
may be at times undefined; for example, a number of statistical distributions appropriate for 
insurance modelling have infinite second moments. 

16.6.6. It is a useful exercise to assess the suitability of model parameters after actual large 
events, such as the 2004 and 2005 Atlantic storms and the 2008 financial crisis.  

16.6.7. Parameter uncertainty is taken into account to some degree in 12 (62% by 2007 NWP) 
internal capital models. A further two companies (9%) are planning to model parameter 
uncertainty in the future. 

16.6.8. Model risk and parameter uncertainty are areas often not addressed in the first phase of 
building a capital model. This is a developing area both for the actuarial profession and more 
broadly, and is discussed elsewhere in this report. 
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17.0. Model Documentation and Review 

17.0.1. Comprehensive review processes around an economic capital model are both a pre-
requisite for being able to rely on that model for strategic business decisions, and an indicator that 
the company considers the capital model to be an important input into those strategic decisions. 

17.0.2. Sound risk management dictates independent review of a company’s economic capital 
model. The development of procedures for independent review of the methodology, assumptions 
and output of economic capital models is a work in progress for companies, consultants and the 
actuarial profession. 

17.0.3. Economic capital models are intricate processes involving the interactions of many 
complex sub-processes and the manifold impacts of a multiple of judgementally-selected 
parameters. It is difficult to find suitable people with the requisite qualifications and experience to 
review capital models, either within companies or externally. 

17.0.4. The complexity of models is itself an impediment to commissioning an independent 
review. There are also commercial-in-confidence issues, particularly when the review of a capital 
model requires access to key underwriting data and assumptions. 

17.0.5. Companies have the option of maintaining capacity within the company for independent 
review of the capital model, which may be preferred to commissioning external consultants. 
Many companies have internal audit reviews of their models, but a full independent review of 
methodologies and parameterisation requires duplication of scarce specialist skills. 

 
17.1. Model Documentation 
17.1.1. Comprehensive documentation of a capital model’s processes, theory, assumptions and 
architecture are an essential risk management requirement. 

17.1.2. Only four respondents (18%) to the survey have a fully documented model. 
Documentation of the model is in progress for a further 15 companies (68%), with the remaining 
three (14%) having little or no documentation. 

17.1.3. The lack of documentation is not necessarily a timing issue; of the 18 companies without 
full documentation, five have had their model in use for over five years, whilst a further seven 
have been using the model for three to five years. 

17.1.4. Model documentation has not been viewed as a priority when developing internal models 
and the scarce internal resources working on the model have been used to evolve the models 
rather than spend the time required for documentation. This is understandable in a rapidly 
changing market where advanced models can give a significant competitive edge. 

17.1.5. Lack of documentation can leave companies open to both the risk of individuals or teams 
leaving with knowledge which is hard to replace, and also the risk of significant setbacks due to 
IT failures. 

17.1.6. Comprehensive documentation is a prerequisite for effective independent validation and 
review and is extremely useful for the purposes of model validation and control. 
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17.2. External or Internal Review 
17.2.1. Ten (45%) of survey respondents have commissioned an external review of their 
economic capital model. Ten of the remaining twelve companies with models have had internal 
review of their model. The other two companies currently have a model review planned. 

17.2.2. A high proportion of models are reviewed quarterly or more frequently (46%). Two 
companies (9%) do not have formal segregation of duties between those who review the model 
and the underwriting function. 

 
 
17.3. Board Review 
17.3.1. Within the Bermuda market there is a good degree of peer review and model outputs are 
often appraised and challenged by Boards. Twenty companies (91%) have their outputs reviewed 
by the Board of Directors. 

17.3.2. Seven companies (32%) require the Board to approve the internal capital model before it 
is implemented or substantially amended. For all companies, approval is required at senior 
executive level (CRO, CFO and/or Chief Actuary). 

17.3.3. It is important that a company’s Board is given sufficient exposure to the capital model 
and its internal sponsors to ensure that they understand the model they have approved.  It is 
equally important that Boards receive up-to-date information about model performance and 
processes. 

 
17.4. Actuarial Guidance in Model Review 
17.4.1. The actuarial role in estimating insurance liabilities may provide a guideline to potential 
developments in economic capital modelling review processes. 
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17.4.3. Estimating insurance liabilities requires the exercise of judgement regarding future 
experience. Many regulatory regimes, including Bermuda, require actuarial sign-off of insurance 
loss reserves. 

17.4.4. In most cases there is no alternative to the exercise of judgement in estimating future cash 
flows.  The actuarial profession has, through practice and via professional guidance, developed 
processes of peer review which are important and appropriate for work crucial to the financial 
position of an insurer.  

17.4.5. Actuarial techniques address model risk by varying data, assumptions and methodology. 
In a single reserving exercise, actuaries will often use five different methods on three different 
data sets. 

17.4.6. Actuarial sign-off of reserves can be carried out by an internal actuary or an external 
consultant. Companies, regulators and professional bodies have experience and conflict 
guidelines in place to ensure suitability of the opining actuary. 

17.4.7. Independent review of capital models may lead to the development of procedures 
analogous to the practice of requiring actuarial sign-off of loss reserves. The challenge is for the 
actuarial profession to develop analytical techniques that will facilitate review of capital 
modelling assumptions, methodologies and outputs. 

17.4.8. The International Association of Actuaries is developing guidance for actuaries working 
on internal capital models. Supervisors around the world are seeking actuarial support to aid the 
review of companies’ capital models. 

17.4.8. It is hoped that the actuarial profession will develop both formal guidance on the theory 
and practice underlying capital models, and diagnostic procedures for assessing the veracity of 
methodologies, assumptions and outputs of economic capital models. 
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18.0. Dependency Structures and Diversification Benefits 

18.0.1. Insurance is fundamentally a process of diversification to maximise mutual utility. The 
experience of a portfolio of risks is in theory more predictable than the experience of any one 
risk. 

18.0.2. Less than 100% correlation between different risks gives rise to diversification benefits. 
Economic capital models tend to be structured such that the benefits of diversification are 
determined, at the required risk metric, as the difference between outcomes arising under full 
dependence and the assumed dependency relationships. The impact can be significant; 
diversification benefits can more than halve estimated economic capital multi-line insurers would 
be required to hold if full correlation was assumed. 

18.0.3. Within some business categories, such as property catastrophe reinsurance, the drivers of 
performance and the relationship among covered risks are comparatively clearly defined, and a 
lot of work has been carried out calibrating dependency structures. 

18.0.4. The relationship of risk and performance among separate business categories is generally 
not so well understood. 

18.0.5. Insurers often monitor aggregate exposure to different risk factors (perils in different 
regions etc.), and make assumptions about the dependency relationships among these risk factors. 
Significant under-estimation of losses can arise if dependencies among different risk factors are 
not fully appreciated. 

18.0.6. For example, actual losses from the 2005 Atlantic hurricanes indicated that vendor 
catastrophe models under-estimated the dependency between on-shore property and off-shore 
losses. The worldwide economic issues experienced in 2008 were more severe than anticipated by 
many financial models because of the adverse alignment of a range of factors. 

18.0.7. Modelling dependency structures is an area currently undergoing significant theoretical 
and practical development. The BMA is working with the Bermuda industry, other regulators and 
other parties to develop guidelines for reviewing the modelling of dependency structures and 
quantification of diversification benefits. 

18.0.8. Appendix Six to this report expands on the survey findings to describe the limitations with 
current approaches and suggest areas of potential development. 

 
18.1. Assumed Dependency Structures 
18.1.1. The three methods used by insurers to model dependency among risks are correlation co-
efficients/matrices (linear correlations), copula formulae and consistent causal drivers. Sometimes 
different methods are used in tandem. 

18.1.2. Correlation co-efficients and copula formulae are methods for explicit modelling of 
dependency structures. Both approaches require a lot of judgement in determining assumptions, 
as there are little data to model. Causal drivers tend to under-estimate dependency relationships. 
The three approaches are discussed in greater detail in Appendix Six. 
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18.1.3. For aggregating risk across categories, the majority of companies (64%) have stochastic 
models which model dependencies across risk categories. A further 14% use correlation matrices 
separate from the capital model to integrate outputs from the modelling of each risk category. 

18.1.4. Sixty-five percent of companies use linear correlations, 32% a causal drivers approach, 
with a significant number using copula theory. Interest in copula theory is increasing in the 
reinsurance and other industries. 

18.1.5. About half of the surveyed companies (55%) allow for differences in dependency 
structures in the tail of distributions. One company uses the higher tail dependencies throughout 
the model. 

 
18.2. Diversification Benefits 
18.2.1. Not all risk categories are impacted by external events to the same degree, which gives 
rise to benefits of diversification. The less dependent risk categories are, the higher the 
diversification benefit. 

18.2.2. Capital requirements are set with reference to the tail of the distribution of modelled 
outcomes. The tail corresponds to adverse scenarios. It is during adverse scenarios that 
dependencies between risk categories are more likely to be under-estimated.  

18.2.3. In any case, dependency structures differ significantly across the distribution of economic 
scenarios. Relationships that apply in most circumstances are liable to be completely different in 
extreme situations. 

18.2.4. There is a natural tendency to base the subjective assessment of dependency structure 
assumptions on more commonly occurring circumstances, the central part of a distribution of 
possible outcomes. Therefore, there is a natural bias to under-estimate the frequency of the 
occurrence of outliers.  
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18.2.5. Ten of the 22 survey respondents (45%) have a formal policy for incorporating correlation 
and diversification into their models. However, 86% have procedures in place for testing 
(increasing) assumed dependency structures, which suggests that actual practice is more 
developed than the supporting documentation. 

18.2.6. The BMA will take a cautious stance to the recognition of diversification benefits. 

18.2.7. Companies will be expected to have a rationale for assumed dependency structures, and to 
allow for higher dependencies in adverse scenarios. Scenario tests are a useful tool for assessing 
the veracity of model outputs. 
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19.0. Validation and Controls 

19.0.1. Control processes around economic capital models is an evolving field. Internal capital 
models do not fall within the scope of controls established by legislation such as the U.S.’s 
Sarbanes-Oxley. Only four of the companies in our survey (18%) have a formal policy on model 
validation and control. 

19.0.2. In response to the question of rating the control environment around the modelling 
framework, overall only 14% of controls were described as ‘optimised’. A further 39% of 
controls were rated ‘standardised’, and 42% were rated as ‘informal’. The area with the highest 
level of optimised controls was around model outputs (23% of companies), with the least around 
documentation (no company) and model updates (9%). 

 

19.0.3. All companies have validation procedures in place to test the reasonableness of the 
models’ outputs. Sensitivity testing of key inputs (82% of respondents), and stress and scenario 
testing (77%) are the most popular forms of model validation, in addition to comparisons to 
historic losses as a sense check (64%). 

19.0.4. The ‘other’ forms of validation used within the market include comparisons to previous 
runs of the models, and comparisons to rating agency capital requirements. 

19.0.5. Peer review by management and underwriters is used by many companies to test the 
reasonableness of model outputs and revisions to the model. The Lloyd’s Realistic Disaster 
Scenarios, which include industry events such as a US$113 billion Atlantic hurricane and a 
US$74 billion Californian earthquake, are also used by the majority of companies (55%) to test 
aggregate losses. 
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20.0. Model Usage 

20.0.1. An integrated economic capital model can deliver value to companies in many areas, over 
and above any regulatory or rating agency requirement for capital measurement. 

20.0.2. For the following table, participants were asked to rate from 1 to 5 (with 1 being “little” 
and 5 being “substantial”) the extent to which economic capital modelling has delivered value to 
the company. 

20.0.3. For the surveyed companies, the most valued outcomes of the capital modelling process 
relate to the definition of risk appetite and the assessment of risk adjusted profitability. 
Reinsurance purchase, setting risk limits, business planning and pricing all have average scores of 
four and higher out of five for application of the economic capital modelling process. 

20.0.4. The numbers in the middle of each bar represent the average value of the responses, which 
the abscissa expresses as a percentage. 
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20.0.5. A primary focus of the Bermuda market is rigorous technical and procedural application 
to the underwriting process.  As discussed elsewhere in this report, in Bermuda there is a 
synthesis of underwriting and capital modelling.  

20.0.6. Integrating the capital model into the underwriting process allows companies to analyse 
each potential new contract in the context of the existing (or hypothecated) portfolio of business. 

20.0.7. Sixty-four percent of companies allocate marginal capital with reference to the portfolio 
as a whole. Fifteen of the 22 companies (68%) with models use their capital model as part of the 
underwriting process. Eighteen percent of companies have a formal policy document on the 
interaction of the capital model with the underwriting process. 
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21.0. Group versus Legal Entity 

21.0.1. Sixty-three percent of surveyed companies model monitor economic capital at the group 
level. Fifty-seven percent model capital at a legal entity level. 

21.0.2. Forty-seven per cent of surveyed companies consider capital to be fungible between 
entities and jurisdictions within a group structure. Sixteen companies regularly monitor economic 
capital at multiple levels. 

 

21.0.3. The BMA currently regulates Bermuda legal entities. For an internal capital model to be 
approved for regulating capital determination, it may be a requirement that Bermuda legal entity 
output be produced. 

21.0.4. Ideally, capital modeling for regulatory purposes would be consistent with capital 
modeling for business purposes. 

21.0.5. In sympathy with international regulatory developments, the BMA is developing a 
supervisory approach that is applicable at a group level. A consultation paper on group-wide 
supervision will be issued early 2009. 

21.0.6. The BMA will consider the possibility of relying on information provided by another 
regulator in the model approval process. 
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22.0. Operational Risk 

22.0.1. Modelling and quantifying operational risk is a developing field. There is a scarcity of 
actual operational loss data, and it may be difficult to separate past operational risk losses from 
underwriting losses17. Many companies use judgemental analysis of risk registers to produce 
frequency and severity assumptions for operational risk models. 

22.0.2. Operational risk management procedures that companies have in place include self 
assessment (by 70% of companies), risk management policies (63%) and risk maps and process 
flows (60%). 

22.0.3. Developing practice is a combination of stochastic analysis and scenario testing, with the 
goal of full integration of operational risk modelling with the modelling of other risk categories. 
External databases of industry losses are available. The engagement of experienced business 
managers in the development of plausible severe losses is encouraged. 

22.0.4. Hypothetical scenarios can be used to calibrate models. Bayesian approaches are 
particularly suitable for modelling operational risk, enabling the reliance on collateral data to be 
gradually phased in as particular data are developed. 

                                                      

17 For example, a mismatch between contractual wording and modelled and covered risks could be categorised as either 
underwriting or operational risk. 
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23.0. Emerging Risks 

23.0.1. The majority of companies (73%) have a process in place for identifying emerging risks. 

23.0.2. The most popular methods for identifying emerging risks are the use of internal audit (by 
77% of respondents), risk aggregation methodologies (77%) and regular risk committee meetings 
(70%). 
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A.1.0. Appendix 1: Bermuda’s Insurance Industry 

A.1.1. Short History of the Bermuda Insurance Industry 
A.1.1.1. Bermuda’s insurance market is a significant participant in the global insurance market, 
writing gross premiums in excess of $115 billion, with capital and surplus of $157 billion.18  

A.1.1.2. The Bermuda insurance industry has experienced five main waves of growth: 

1. From the early 1970s, primarily northern American companies set up captive insurers 
in Bermuda. Bermuda remains the largest captive market in the world by both 
premium and number of insurers. 

2. In the mid 1980s the withdrawal of capacity in high attaching liability insurance lead 
to the establishment of ACE and XL to take advantage of a market opportunity. These 
two companies have become prominent global multi-line insurers. 

3. Hurricane Andrew, the Category 5 hurricane which made U.S. landfall in 1992, 
resulted in significant losses. A number of companies were set up in Bermuda to write 
property catastrophe reinsurance in response to the hardened pricing market. 

4. The World Trade Center losses of 2001 followed years of soft reinsurance markets. 
The resulting hardening of prices across a range of business lines saw the 
establishment of a number of now well established commercial insurers and reinsurers 
in Bermuda. 

5. Losses arising from the 2005 Atlantic hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma, which 
followed an active Atlantic hurricane season in 2004, led to perceived market 
opportunities and another wave of new insurers and reinsurers in Bermuda. 
Alternative investment vehicles including sidecars and catastrophe bonds also became 
increasingly popular. 

                                                      

18 Bermuda Monetary Authority, Report and Accounts (2007), Market Statistics by Company Types, page 38. 
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A.2.0. Appendix 2: BSCR 

A.2.1. Bermuda Solvency Capital Requirement (BSCR) 
A.2.1.1. The BSCR was introduced for reporting years 2008 and subsequent. The calibration was 
developed in consultation with an industry taskforce, and is an on-going task. 

A.2.1.2. The risk-based model is comprised of eight capital charges for: 1) Fixed Income 
Investments; 2) Equity Investments; 3) Credit; 4) Premium; 5) Reserve; 6) Catastrophe; 7) 
Interest Rate/Liquidity; and 8) Operational risk. 

A.2.1.3. The first six are calibrated at 99% Tail Value-at-Risk with a one-year time horizon. The 
Reserve Risk capital charge is with run-off of liabilities. The Interest Rate/Liquidity capital 
charge comprises a stress test of investments not held to maturity and preferred shares, allowing 
for the liability profile. The Operational Risk capital charge is 1% to 10% of the pre-Operational 
Risk standard model capital requirement. 

A.2.1.4. The following is extracted from the enabling legislative instrument. 

 
A.2.2. Bermuda Solvency Capital Requirement 

1. The BSCR shall be established in accordance with the following formula: 
 

  
 

Where, 

    = fixed income risk charge as defined in paragraph 2; 

  = equity investment risk charge as defined in paragraph 3; 

  = interest rate / liquidity risk charge as defined in paragraph 4; 

 = premium risk charge as defined in paragraph 5; 

 = reserve risk charge as defined in paragraph 6; 

  = credit risk charge as defined in paragraph 7; 

  = catastrophe risk charge as defined in paragraph 8; and 

 = operational risk charge as defined in paragraph 9. 
 
 
 
2. The fixed income risk charge calculation shall be determined in accordance with the 

following formula: 
 
 

Cfi =   χi x FIastclassi  
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 Where,  
  χi = the capital charge factors prescribed in this Schedule for each type of FIastclassi 

 
  FIastclassi = value of investment in corresponding asset Class i 
 
 

Type of fixed income investments FIastclassi 
 

Statement Source Capital Factor χi 

Government bonds Schedule II, Line (1) 0.3% 

High investment grade bonds (AAA & AA) Schedule II, Line (2) 0.8% 
Medium investment grade bonds (A) Schedule II, Line (3) 3.2% 
Low investment grade bonds (BBB) Schedule II, Line (4) 5.0% 

Non investment grade bonds Schedule II, Line (5) 26.3% 
Mortgage -backed securities Schedule II, Line (6) 10.0% 

Mutual funds Schedule II, Line (7) 15.0% 

Non-rated bonds Schedule II, Line (8) 50.0% 

Mortgage loans Form 1A, Line (5c) 5.0% 

Other loans Form 1A, Line (8) 5.0% 

Cash and time deposit Form 1A, Line (1) 0.3% 

 

a) All assets comprising bonds and debentures, loans, and other miscellaneous 
investments that are subject to capital charges within the fixed income 
investment charge shall be included; 

b) All non-affiliated quoted and unquoted bonds and debentures shall be included; 
and 

c) All bonds and debentures, loans, and other miscellaneous investments shall be 
reported on a basis consistent with that used for purposes of statutory financial 
reporting. 

 
 
 

3. The equity investment risk charge calculation shall be established in accordance with 
the following formula: 

 

Ceq =      χi x Eqastclassi 
 

 Where,  
  χi = the capital charge factors prescribed in this Schedule for each type of Eqastclassi 

 
  Eqastclassi = value of investment in corresponding asset Class i 
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Type of equity investments (Eqastclassi) Statement Source Capital Factor χi 

Non-affiliated (quoted) common stocks Form 1A, Line (2c)(i) 14.4% 
Non-affiliated (unquoted) common stocks Form 1A, Line (3c)(i) 14.4% 

Mutual funds included in common stocks portfolio Form 1A, Lines (2c)(iii) and (3c)(iii) 14.4% 
Non-affiliated (quoted) preferred stocks Form 1A, Line (2c)(ii) 14.4% 

Non-affiliated (unquoted) preferred stocks Form 1A, Line (3c)(ii) 14.4% 
Company-occupied real estate less encumbrances Form 1A, Line (7a) 10.0% 

Real estate investments less encumbrances Form 1A, Line (7b) 20.0% 
Other equity investments Form 1A, Lines (2e) & (3e) 20.0% 

Other tangible assets Form 1A, Lines (13e) & (14d) 20.0% 

 
a) All assets comprising of common stocks, preferred stocks, real estate, and 

other miscellaneous investments that are subject to capital charges within 
the equity investment risk charge shall be included; 

b) All quoted and unquoted non-affiliated common and preferred stocks shall 
be included; and 

c) All common and preferred stocks, real estate, and other miscellaneous 
investments shall be reported on a basis consistent with that used for 
purposes of statutory financial reporting. 

 
 
 

4. The interest rate / liquidity risk charge calculation shall be established in accordance 
with the following formula: 

 

Cint = bonds x duration x marketdecline  
 

 Where,  
 bonds = market value of other bonds and debentures, preferred stocks, mortgages; 

  duration = the higher of  

(i) 1, or 

(ii) The insurer’s asset duration less the insurer’s liability duration, 

or 

(iii) The insurer’s liability duration less the insurer’s asset duration 

marketdecline = assumed interest rate shock prescribed in this Schedule  

 
Type of investments 

(bonds) 
 

Statement Source Estimated duration 
(duration) 

 

120 basis point interest rate 
increase (Marketdecline) 

 
Bonds and debentures Form 1A, Lines (2a)(ii) and (3a)(ii) [insurer’s duration] 1.2% 

Preferred stocks Form 1A, Lines (2c)(ii) and (3c)(ii) [insurer’s duration] 1.2% 
Mortgage loans Form 1A, Line (5c) [insurer’s duration] 1.2% 
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a) All assets comprising other bonds and debentures, preferred stocks, and 
mortgage loans investments that are subject to capital charges within the 
interest rate / liquidity risk charge shall be included; 

b) All quoted and unquoted non-affiliated other bonds and debentures and 
preferred stocks shall be included; and 

c) All other bonds and debentures, preferred stocks, and mortgage loans 
investments shall be reported on a basis consistent with that used for 
purposes of statutory financial reporting.  

 
 

5. The premium risk charge calculation shall be established in accordance with the 
following formula: 

  Where,  

αi = individual linepremi risk capital charge factor prescribed in this Schedule 
 
totalprem = total premium measure over all lines of business (except Property 
Catastrophe),  

i.e.
   

linepremi = premium measure for line of business i prescribed in this Schedule 
 
avgpremcap = weighted average premium risk capital charge factor (after 
concentration adjustment), 
 
avgannloss = average annual loss estimated with catastrophe models 
 
catlossratio = expected industry average catastrophe loss ratio prescribed in 
this Schedule, 
 
µ = additional concentration adjustment factor taking into consideration an 
insurer’s diversified lines of business equal to 40% 
 

 = minimum concentration adjustment factor as prescribed in this Schedule 
equal to 60% 
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Line of business (linepremi) 

 
Statement Source Capital Factor (αi) 

Property catastrophe Schedule IV, Line (1) 0.0% 
Property Schedule IV, Line (2) 49.7% 

Property non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (3) 51.6% 
Personal accident Schedule IV, Line (4) 34.1% 

Personal accident non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (5) 41.2% 
Aviation Schedule IV, Line (6) 48.2% 

Aviation non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (7) 48.2% 
Credit / surety Schedule IV, Line (8) 39.8% 

Credit / surety non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (9) 45.4% 
Energy offshore / marine Schedule IV, Line (10) 42.1% 

Energy offshore / marine non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (11) 47.0% 
US casualty Schedule IV, Line (12) 50.3% 

US casualty non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (13) 55.6% 
US professional Schedule IV, Line (14) 51.2% 

US professional non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (15) 53.8% 
US specialty Schedule IV, Line (16) 51.4% 

US specialty non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (17) 52.7% 
International motor Schedule IV, Line (18) 42.2% 

International motor non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (19) 48.2% 
International casualty non-motor Schedule IV, Line (20) 50.0% 

International casualty non-motor non-proportional Schedule IV, Line (21) 53.6% 
Retro property Schedule IV, Line (22) 50.8% 

Structured / finite reinsurance Schedule IV, Line (23) 27.2% 

 
 

a) All reported net written premiums for the relevant year by statutory line of 
business as prescribed in this Schedule that are subject to capital charges 
within the premium risk charge shall be included; and 

b) All net written premiums by statutory line of business shall be reported on a 
basis consistent with that used for purposes of statutory financial reporting.  

 
 
 

6. The reserve risk charge calculation shall be established in accordance with the 
following formula:  

 

Where, 

 βi = individual lineRSVSi risk capital charge factor as prescribed in this Schedule 

 totalRSVS = total reserves over all lines of business i.e. , 
 
 lineRSVSi = reserves for individual line of business i 
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µ = additional concentration adjustment factor taking into consideration and 
insurer’s diversified lines of busines equal to 40%, 

 
 = minimum concentration adjustment factor as prescribed in this Schedule equal 

to 60%, 
 

Line of business (lineRSVSi) Statement Source Capital Factor (βi) 

Property Catastrophe Schedule III, Line (1) 46.2% 
Property Schedule III, Line (2) 43.8% 

Property non-proportional Schedule III, Line (3) 49.7% 
Personal accident Schedule III, Line (4) 29.7% 

Personal accident non-proportional Schedule III, Line (5) 34.9% 
Aviation Schedule III, Line (6) 46.0% 

Aviation non-proportional Schedule III, Line (7) 48.3% 
Credit / surety Schedule III, Line (8) 38.4% 

Credit / surety non-proportional Schedule III, Line (9) 43.5% 
Energy offshore / marine Schedule III, Line (10) 39.5% 

Energy offshore / marine non-proportional Schedule III, Line (11) 43.9% 
US casualty Schedule III, Line (12) 43.0% 

US casualty non-proportional Schedule III, Line (13) 48.8% 
US professional Schedule III, Line (14) 46.3% 

US professional non-proportional Schedule III, Line (15) 51.5% 
US specialty Schedule III, Line (16) 46.5% 

US specialty non-proportional Schedule III, Line (17) 48.3% 
International motor Schedule III, Line (18) 37.1% 

International motor non-proportional Schedule III, Line (19) 43.5% 
International casualty non-motor Schedule III, Line (20) 43.7% 

International casualty non-motor non-proportional Schedule III, Line (21) 49.4% 
Retro property Schedule III, Line (22) 47.8% 

Structured / finite reinsurance Schedule III, Line (23) 24.1% 

 
 

a) All reported loss and loss expense provisions for the relevant year by 
statutory line of business as prescribed in this Schedule are subject to 
capital charges within the reserve risk charge shall be included; 

b) All reported loss and loss expense provisions by statutory line of business 
shall be reported on a basis consistent with that used for purposes of 
statutory financial reporting.  

 
 
 

7. The credit risk charge calculation shall be established in accordance with the 
following formula:  
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Ccred =      δi x creditori 

 
Where, 

δi = the credit risk capital charge factor for type of creditori as prescribed in this 
Schedule  

 
 creditori 

= receivable amount from creditor i. 
 

Type of creditor (creditori) Statement Source Capital Factor (δi) 

Accounts and Premiums Receivable   
In course of collection Form 1A, Line (10a) 5.0% 
Deferred – not yet due Form 1A, Line (10b) 5.0% 

Receivables from retrocessional contracts less: 
collateralized balances 

Form 1A, Line (10c) and (c) below 10.0% 

Reinsurance Receivables   
Foreign affiliates Form 1A, Line (11a) 10.0% 

Domestic affiliates Form 1A, Line (11b) 0.0% 

Pools & associations Form 1A, Line (11c) 10.0% 

All other insurers Form 1A, Line (11d) 9.4% 

Less: letters of credit See (d) below 9.0% 
Less: funds held by company Form 1A, Line (34c) 9.7% 

All Other Receivables   
Funds held by ceding reinsurers Form 1A, Line (12c) 5.0% 

Accrued investment income Form 1A, Line (9) 2.5% 

Investments in and advances to affiliates Form 1A, Line (4c) 5.0% 
Reinsurance Recoverable   

Foreign affiliates Form 1A, Line (17b)(i) 10.0% 
Domestic affiliates Form 1A, Line (17b)(ii) 0.0% 

Pools & associations Form 1A, Line (17b)(iii) 10.0% 
All other insurers Form 1A, Line (17b)(iv) 9.4% 

 
 

a) All accounts and premiums receivable, reinsurance receivable, all other 
receivables, and reinsurance recoverables that are subject to capital charges 
within the credit risk charge shall be included; 

b) All accounts and premiums receivable, reinsurance receivables, all other 
receivables, and reinsurance recoverables shall be reported on a basis 
consistent with that used for purposes of statutory financial reporting;  

c) Collateralized balances are all collaterals issued in favour of the insurer 
relating to accounts and premiums receivable. Assets accounted in Line 34 
of Form 1A shall not be included here; and 
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d) Letters of credit are the amount of the letters of credit issued in favour of 
the insurer relating to reinsurance receivable. Assets accounted for in Line 
14 of Form 1A shall not be included here. 

 
 
 

8. The catastrophe risk charge calculation shall be established in accordance with the 
following formula: 

 ,  
Where 

 = net probable maximum loss as prescribed in Schedule V, and 
 

 = average annual loss excluding property catastrophe as prescribed in 
Schedule V / {(estimated industry catastrophe loss ratio as prescribed in this 
Schedule) + property catastrophe premium as included in Schedule IV, Line (1)}, 
and  
 

= {[gross probable maximum loss as prescribed in Schedule V –net probable 
maximum loss) * (Credit risk charge, equal to 12.2%, associated with reinsurance 
recoveries of ceded catastrophe losses)} 

a) All reported net probable maximum loss, gross probable maximum loss, 
average annual loss excluding property catastrophe, property catastrophe 
premium as prescribed in Schedule V that are subject to capital charges 
within the catastrophe risk charge shall be included. 

 
 
 

9. The operational risk charge calculation shall be established in accordance with the 
following formula: 

   ,  

  Where 

= an amount between 1% and 10% as approved or prescribed by the Authority  
 

= BSCR After Covariance amount or an amount approved by the Authority. 
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A.3.0. Appendix 3: Modelling for Property Catastrophe Business 

A.3.1. Capital Modelling for Property Catastrophe Business 
A.3.1.1. The post-Hurricane Andrew property catastrophe reinsurers that set up in Bermuda 
implemented ground-breaking techniques for economic capital modelling for property 
catastrophe reinsurers. 

A.3.1.2. The models involved a marginal capital allocation approach to underwriting risks, where 
the capital required to support any potential new business is determined in light of the existing 
portfolio of risks. 

A.3.1.3. This Appendix sets out a generalised description of capital modelling for property 
catastrophe business. The BMA will be developing guidelines for reviewing insurance and 
reinsurance company catastrophe modelling. 

 
A.3.2. Model Framework 
A.3.2.1. The ideal is for catastrophe underwriting platforms to be fully integrated with the 
modelling of other perils including any non-catastrophe underwriting risk to create a full view of 
enterprise risk and capital requirements. 

A.3.2.2. While capital models may be run periodically, proprietary underwriting platforms that 
consider the impact of the addition of a new risk to the company’s existing portfolio of 
catastrophe risk are commonly run at the time of underwriting. Capital allocation and risk price 
for any new contract reflect the degree to which the risk under consideration diversifies or 
concentrates the total portfolio. 

A.3.2.3. Automated accumulation processes revise the portfolio daily to reflect the impact of the 
day’s underwriting decisions and to calculate impact on Probable Maximum Losses (PMLs). 

A.3.2.4. The integration of underwriting platforms with vendor models and accounting systems 
can reduce operational risks. For example, contract premium checks and other validations 
between the accounting system and the underwriting platform can be automated and daily 
verified. 

A.3.2.5. Several companies have implemented functionality within their underwriting platform 
that monitors exposure within the event set framework of the vendor catastrophe models. This 
type of approach requires granular detail to be maintained for all captured events in order to 
model exposure consistently on a worldwide basis. These systems retain loss detail for each 
contract from each simulated event for which there is a loss. 

A.3.2.6. Performing calculations at the individual event level allows for the consideration of 
factors such as the inclusion of insurance pools and residual market assessment exposure. 
Contractual structures can also be allowed for, such as the inuring Florida Hurricane Catastrophe 
Fund, as well the impact of any outwards reinsurance purchased for a particular contract or the 
portfolio as a whole. 

A.3.2.7. Catastrophe models have developed constantly since their origin, with a trend to model 
more territories and perils globally. Models are often built or revised in response to large market 
events with resources focused strongly on the most significant drivers of risk. 
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A.3.2.8. For example, the vendor modellers expanded their modelling suite to include offshore 
energy platforms as a result of losses from the 2005 Atlantic hurricanes. Other marine exposures, 
such as marine hull, cargo and associated port risks were not incorporated at the time. 

A.3.2.9. To address the lack of modelling of marine exposures, various approaches have been 
adopted, such as the generation of losses for marine exposures from hurricanes and earthquakes 
in the vendor models’ event set framework for only the specific events that are considered likely 
to have an impact. While this might be perceived as spurious accuracy, such an approach can 
generate significant additions to modelled losses, depending on the size of marine exposures, 
providing some comfort that capital has been appropriately allocated and allowing for risk 
adjusted return comparions. 

A.3.2.10. Some companies have well-developed exposure management tools to audit, analyse and 
augment the quality or completeness of exposure information. These tools programmatically 
translate exposure information received in one vendor model into the format required for another 
vendor model. 

A.3.2.11. It is developing practice to summarise key occupancy, construction and geo-coding 
information and compare year-to-year exposure changes for each insured and the portfolio as a 
whole. 

 
A.3.3. Vendor Model Dependency 
A.3.3.1. There is a divergence of practice for testing the appropriateness of frequency and 
severity assumptions embedded within the vendor models. 

A.3.3.2. Most companies use more than one model. The recent revision in Atlantic basin 
hurricane frequency by all three modelling companies illustrates the need to be sceptical about 
vendor model outputs.  

A.3.3.3. There exists a range of practices for the extent to which companies monitor which 
region-peril models have the most significant impact on capital requirements should it be the case 
that the frequency or severity assumption of the vendor models are systematically biased. 

 
A.3.4. Verifying vendor model outputs 
A.3.4.1. Catastrophe model validation may include various return period loss estimates, with 
corresponding insured value/limits profiles, with various dimensions, for example: 

 Vendor model (ideally for each model and for the company’s blended view of risk) 

 Region-Peril (e.g. U.S. earthquake, U.S. hurricane, European windstorm) 

 Reinsurance/Insurance 

 Product Type (e.g. property insurance, property catastrophe, property per risk). 

A.3.4.2. Appendix Five expands on the options (“switches”) available in the vendor models as 
well as insurance and reinsurance market practices in handling model outputs. 
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A.3.4.3. For significant exposures and financial aspects (e.g. reinsurance or retro protection, 
catastrophe bonds) that are event driven or otherwise related, different approaches are adopted for 
capturing the dependency of common loss drivers. 

A.3.4.4. Where companies have exposure to a key peril that is not supported within the 
catastrophe model, good practice encourages the modelling of this exposure and dependency 
relationship consistently with other exposures. 

 
A.3.4. Adjustments to vendor model results 
A.3.4.1. Companies often make material adjustments to exposures or results to address perceived 
deficiencies in vendor models. Some companies seek external validation of these adjustments, 
and document rationale and approach, which may include any discussions or correspondence with 
the modelling company concerned. 

 
A.3.5. Perils not modelled 
A.3.5.1. Some companies focus on modelling key exposures rather than the full spectrum of risks 
which are written.  

A.3.5.2. Developing practice is to be comprehensive in risk modelling, and for any non-modelled 
exposures to be de minimis. 

 
A.3.6. Exposure verification processes 
A.3.6.1. There is variance between firms with respect to the development of objective criteria and 
guidelines for assessing data quality. This potentially leads to non-optimal response to poor 
quality exposure data.  Data quality is often by necessity assessed under the tight time constraints 
of the underwriting process. 

 
A.3.7. Parametric basis risk  
A.3.7.1. Companies at times seek to receive capital credit for catastrophic risk hedges that have 
been effected through a structure referencing parametric triggers. Such structures have exposure 
to basis risk. Basis risk is the risk that the payments under the structure do not match those of the 
company’s underlying contractual risks which they were intended to hedge. Different practices 
are in place for modelling basis risk. 

 
A.3.8. Underwriting discretion 
A.3.8.1. There is divergent practice regarding the extent to which underwriters are given 
discretion in the selection of outputs from the different vendor models. Some companies have in 
place procedures for encouraging and monitoring the consistency of exposure data verification 
and model selection. 

 
A.3.9. Terrorism  
A.3.9.1. There is widely differing practice in the methodology employed to model terrorism risks. 
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A.3.9.2. The rarity and range of terrorism events make it a difficult peril to model. No vendor 
model currently includes or allows for dependencies among worldwide terrorism scenarios, even 
though such events are conceivable. 

A.3.9.3. Some companies consider potential terrorism scenarios, and monitor maximum 
geographical concentrations of risk, such as limits in force by type of terrorism, geographic zone 
and/or product type. 

A.3.9.4. Some companies also stress the sensitivity of exposures to the frequency assumptions 
assumed within the vendor models, in addition to testing the reasonableness of severity estimation 
for various terrorism scenarios from an individual risk perspective, a line of business perspective 
and for the portfolio as a whole. 

 
A.3.10. Pandemic 
A.3.10.1. Few companies model the potential impact of pandemics. Aggregate pandemic 
exposure is generally not measured. Companies tend to focus on the financial risk associated with 
a pandemic outbreak, such as the financial effects on medical business, workers’ compensation 
and life risks, rather than other exposures such as business interruption on property. 

A.3.10.2. Given that a pandemic event would almost certainly impact both life and property and 
casualty exposures worldwide as well as asset values, it is important that pandemic exposures be 
understood. 

A.3.10.3. Some companies combine scenario testing with the monitoring of limits exposed to 
pandemic events by product type and geographic zone, split between insurance and reinsurance. 
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A.4.0. Appendix 4: Vendor Models  

A.4.1. Some Observations on the Commonly Used Catastrophe Models 

A.4.1.1. The Bermuda market and the insurance industry world-wide has systemic exposure to 
the veracity of the vendor catastrophe models. 

A.4.1.2. The extent to which companies have developed validation methodologies to test the 
event frequency and severity assumptions of the various models varies. Many companies do not 
form their own view regarding assumptions, nor do they explicitly modify the frequency and/or 
severity assumptions of the models. Fewer companies have developed their own modelling of 
catastrophe events. 

A.4.1.3.Given this systemic exposure and the importance of the Bermuda market in this line of 
business, the BMA has initiated discussions with each of the major model vendors with the aim 
of developing both analytical and qualitative procedures to monitor catastrophe risk management.  

A.4.1.4. The BMA requested return period losses19 from the three major vendor models, AIR, 
EQECAT and RMS, for the following major perils, which are commonly considered the major 
capital drivers for catastrophe exposures: 

 California earthquake 

 U.S. hurricane 

 European windstorm 

 Japanese earthquake 

 U.S. terrorism. 

A.4.1.5. Publicly available information from the vendor websites and filings submitted to the 
Florida Commission on Hurricane Loss Projection Methodology (FCHLPM) have also been 
reviewed.  

A.4.1.6. Results throughout this Appendix are presented on an anonymous basis as it is not 
the intention of the BMA to highlight the practices of any particular model vendor, but to 
discuss modelling practices in general. References to model X, Y and Z below do not 
correspond to the same vendor model throughout. 

A.4.1.7. Results for the above perils for the 1 in 100 and 1 in 250 year industry occurrence 
loss20 are shown below. Losses include demand surge (where modelled) and are presented in 
U.S. dollars converted at common exchange rates.  

                                                      

19 Return period loss is the frequency with which an event occurs.  For example, an event which is anticipated to occur 
once every century has a return period of 100 years. 
20 “Occurrence loss” is the largest loss in any one year. 
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A.4.1.8. For U.S. hurricane, on-shore losses only are shown using ‘near-term’ frequency 
assumptions (see “Post 2005 Model Adjustments” below for a more detailed discussion on 
this assumption, which allows for the growing consensus that the Atlantic basin is in a 
warmer state than the long-term average, which leads to more frequent formation of 
hurricanes).  

A.4.1.9. For Californian earthquake and U.S. terrorism both property and workers’ 
compensation losses are included. Where supplemental loss sources exist (e.g. fire following 
earthquake or storm surge) these are included to the extent they are modelled by the vendor 
model. 

A.4.1.10. The lines joining modelled losses in the graphs below are for illustrative purposes 
only.  Actual loss curves are non-linear. 

Estimated Industry Occurence Loss for US Hurricane for the 1 in 100 year and 1 in 250 
year events
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Estimated Industry Occurence Loss for California Earthquake for the 1 in 100 year and 1 
in 250 year events
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Estimated Industry Occurence Loss for European Windstorm for the 1 in 100 year and 1 
in 250 year events
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Estimated Industry Occurence Loss for Japanese Earthquake for the 1 in 100 year and 1 in 250 
year events
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Estimated Industry Occurence Loss for Terrorism for the 1 in 100 year and 1 in 250 year 
events
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A.4.2. Discussion 
A.4.2.1. What is initially striking is the relatively convergent view of risk at these return periods 
for the U.S. natural peril models compared to European windstorm, Japanese earthquake and U.S 
terrorism.  
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A.4.2.2. The table below shows the percentage amount that the largest model loss is above the 
smallest model loss for each peril for both the 1 in 100 year event and the 1 in 250 year event. 

US Hurricane 34% 7%
California Earthquake 10% 12%
European Windstorm 94% 96%
Japanese Earthquake 196% 295%

US Terrorism 545% 467%

1 in 100 year 
event (Max 

Loss/Min Loss)-1

1 in 250 year 
event (Max 

Loss/Min Loss)-1Peril

 

 

A.4.3. U.S. Hurricane 
A.4.3.1. The convergence of U.S. hurricane loss estimates arises from many factors, including the 
greater event frequency and more readily available exposure and claims data.  

A.4.3.2. It may also be that hurricane hazard is a relatively easier hazard to describe 
computationally than other natural perils, and that given both the assets at risk to U.S. hurricane, 
and the relative size of losses, more resources have been dedicated to understand and describe this 
risk. 

A.4.3.3. As the above graphs show, the 1 in 100 year level U.S. hurricane poses approximately 
twice the level of insured loss on average to the industry compared to the next largest peril. 

A.4.3.4. The switching from a long-term frequency assumption to a near-term frequency model 
for U.S. hurricane increases occurrence losses by 15% and 11% at the 1 in 100 year and 1 in 250 
year level respectively. 

A.4.3.5. Whilst U.S. hurricane information extends back to 1851, many stakeholders consider 
data from the mid twentieth century more reliable for predicting current and future experience.  

A.4.3.6. For example, the meteorological record for factors such as storm track, radius of 
maximum wind speeds and central pressure are now measured with greater certainty. These 
parameters are required to characterize the frequency-severity relationship for U.S. hurricane. 

A.4.3.7. Submissions to the FCHLPM are for residential losses only for a Florida specific 
portfolio. The graph below is derived from submissions to the FCHLPM, where differences in 
perceived risk between residential and commercial risk and a significant portion of any difference 
in regional risk allocation are removed.  

A.4.3.8. In addition to regional and line of business effects, the impact of the vendor model 
Industry Exposure Databases (IEDs) are removed for submissions to the FCHLPM, as the 
underlying exposure modelled is the same for all submissions. 
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A.4.3.9. This removes the possible effect where, for example, an under-estimation in exposure 
may be offset by an over-estimation of vulnerability21, leading to the result where two vendors 
may estimate the same loss for the industry but dramatically different losses for any individual 
structure or insured. 

A.4.3.10. This is an important effect to isolate as exposure assumed by insurance and reinsurance 
companies is mainly on the basis of exposure data, which is a subset of the industry rather than 
the industry as a whole. 

A.4.3.11. For the three vendor models discussed in this report, the percentage amount that the 
largest model loss exceeds the smallest model loss for the 1 in 100 year event and the 1 in 250 
year event is 42% and 30% respectively which compares with 34% and 7% for U.S. hurricane 
nationwide shown above. 

A.4.3.12. The a priori expectation might be that there should be a tighter range for residential 
Florida hurricane risk over hurricane risk for the entire U.S. for all lines of business. This is not 
the case. 

Based on the distribution of hurricanes by size of loss as required for form A5 for the Florida Commission on Hurricane Loss Projection 
Methodology. Losses provided are personal residential only and assume no deductible and represent statewide loss costs for Florida 
only, based on the common exposure dataset of the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund. Results shown are for the AIR, Applied 
Research Associated (ARA), EQECAT, Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) and RMS models. Each model was successfully 
certified under the 2007/2008 Florida Commission process.

2007/2008 Florida Commission on Hurricane Loss Projection Methodology Submissions 
Form A5
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21 Vulnerability describes a structure’s loss potential for a given location, construction type and wind speed. 
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A.4.4. Californian Earthquake 
A.4.4.1. Since 1992 there have been 14 U.S. hurricanes that make the Swiss Re Sigma list of 
most costly events, and only one U.S. earthquake, the 1994 Northridge event. This lack of 
earthquake data is to some extent ameliorated by engineering models which assess possible 
building responses for a given level of ground seismicity and the availability data from 
earthquakes outside the U.S. 

A.4.4.2. The underlying source that defines seismicity within the U.S. for all three vendor models 
is the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Seismic Hazard Maps. The USGS is a complex 
model from which the vendor models extract information and then develop: 

• A hazard module - for a given seismic event this determines the ground motion at each 
location. 

• A vulnerability module - for a given construction type at a location for given ground 
motion this will describe the loss potential for the structure. 

• A financial module - this calculates the loss for the specific insurance or reinsurance 
terms prevailing given the results of the vulnerability model. 

A.4.4.3. There are perhaps three events which have occurred in the past 150 years in California 
that might cause losses in excess of US$35 billion if they occurred today. 

A.4.4.4. Given the relative sparseness of historical record for major Californian earthquakes,  it 
may be considered somewhat surprising how close the results for Californian earthquake are 
between the three models. 

A.4.4.5. While not directly comparable it is perhaps illustrative to consider that, on average, 
switching from a long-term frequency assumption to a near-term frequency model for U.S. 
hurricane increases occurrence losses by 15% and 11% at the 1 in 100 year and 1 in 250 year 
level respectively. 

 

A.4.5. Non-U.S. Events 
A.4.5.1. For European windstorm and Japanese earthquake differences in loss are more 
significant across the vendor models than is the case for U.S. natural perils.  

A.4.5.2. This model divergence has the potential to be further magnified in any given portfolio by 
the mix of residential and commercial business, as well as differing levels of attachment and other 
specific features. 

A.4.5.3. There are many reasons for differences in loss estimates for these non-U.S. events,  
including the relative lack of detailed claims and exposure data compared to the U.S., differences 
in IEDs, and difficulties (particularly in Europe) of obtaining data to define the frequency-
severity relationship of a peril.  

A.4.5.4. It may also be the case that the models converge on estimates for U.S. events due to 
common hazard catalogues (HURDAT in the case of U.S. hurricane and the USGS National 
Seismic Hazard Maps in the case of U.S. earthquake). 
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A.4.5.5. In Japan and within some European markets there is a greater prevalence than in the U.S. 
for proportional reinsurance treaties to offer unlimited occurrence exposure. Companies which 
write such treaties are very reliant on the modelling of expected losses for covered events where 
losses are not limited. 

A.4.5.6. This makes the divergence of model loss estimates and the potential for competitive 
pressure to encourage pricing based on the lowest modelled outcome an area of potential concern. 

 
A.4.6. U.S. Terrorism 
A.4.6.1. The results for U.S. terrorism show the most significant difference in loss potential for 
the industry at the 1 in 100 year and 1 in 250 year level of the perils considered. 

A.4.6.2. While there may be some ability to predict severity for a given attack mode (for example 
the impact of a 10 tonne truck bomb on the Empire State building), it is difficult to determine the 
appropriate frequency-severity relationship for terrorism events. 

 
A.4.7. Post 2005 Model Adjustments 
A.4.7.1. The exhibits below show initial loss estimates by the three model vendors for the 2005 
Atlantic hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma. 

A.4.7.2. Swiss Re’s Sigma Number 2/2006 losses are shown as an independent estimate for 
industry loss. 

A.4.7.3. Only on-shore losses are shown.  The range shows the high and low loss estimates with a 
central dot indicating the average of the range. 

A.4.7.4. In the case of Katrina the New Orleans flood losses are excluded as are losses from Cuba 
in the case of Rita and losses from Mexico, Jamaica, Haiti and Cuba for Wilma. For Katrina 
significant losses arose due to the Lake Pontchartrain levee failure, an aspect not modelled by the 
vendor models. 
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Hurricane Katrina Loss Estimates excluding New Orleans Flood
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A.4.7.5. It is generally accepted that the vendor models systemically under-estimated losses 
arising in the 2005 Atlantic hurricane season. 

A.4.7.6. Across all three storms the average loss across all models is approximately 35% lower 
than the adjusted Sigma estimate, with the average of the maximum loss estimates being 18% 
lower than the adjusted Sigma estimate. 

A.4.7.7. As a result of both this under-estimation and the unprecedented volume and detail of 
claims data the three vendor models were all revised significantly. This revision focused both on 
frequency assessment as well as the various construction class vulnerability functions. 

A.4.7.8. A major change to the vendor models was the introduction of hurricane frequency rates 
based on more recent (“near-term”) experience. Previously, frequency assumptions for hurricanes 
were based on experience over approximately 100 years. 

A.4.7.9. The near-term assumptions are designed to incorporate the growing consensus that the 
prevalent heightened temperature phase of the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) is 
significant in determining Atlantic basin hurricane frequencies, as it is generally accepted that 
hurricanes do not form unless sea surface temperatures reach 26.5°C (79.7°F). 

A.4.7.10. The pictures below show the paths of Atlantic hurricanes during two phases of the 
AMO. The top shows the paths during a cool phase and the bottom during a warm phase for an 
approximately equal period. 

 

Source: NOAA 
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Source: NOAA 

 

A.4.7.11. A strong dependency between hurricane genesis and AMO phase is indicated. 

A.4.7.12. The shift in frequency assumptions from a long term average to near term forecasts 
increased annual expected losses by 30% to 50%, depending upon the model used. There was 
also significant redistribution of geographical dispersement of risk. 

A.4.7.13. Another method of analysing historical Atlantic hurricane data is to look at the moving 
average of Category 3 to 5 hurricanes over a five year period, and analyse the frequency of 
above- or below- average five year periods of hurricane activity, as shown on the graph below. 
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Probability Density Function of U.S. Category 3-5 hurricane 5-year running mean 
for the period 1900 to 2007
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Source: HURDAT database, NOAA/National Hurricane Centre 

A.4.7.14. This graph shows dramatic changes in the relative frequency of severe storms, with 
approximately 20% chance of a five year period where the frequency of Category 3 to 5 
hurricanes is 50% higher than the long term average. 

A.4.7.15. While the data have always existed to support analysis and parameterisation of this 
effect, it took the severe losses of 2005, and a focussed debate amongst scientists, for catastrophe 
modellers to allow for the impact of AMO phase. It is noted that the vendor models only allow 
for variability in assumed frequency in extremely limited circumstances. In addition to the partial 
treatment for AMO discussed here there are some earthquake faults that can be modelled on a 
time-dependent basis reflecting scientific opinion that the likelihood of recurrence depends on the 
time since the last fault-rupture. 

A.4.7.16. Significant adjustments were made to vulnerability functions based on detailed claims 
and exposure data from the 2004 and 2005 storms. In many cases this had the effect of increasing 
loss potential further, leading to a dramatic increase in ground-up losses on a compounded basis. 
In particular, construction for many different types of Gulf coast properties was determined to be 
less robust than had previously been assumed within the models.  

 

A.4.8. 2008 Hurricanes Gustav and Ike  
A.4.8.1. The 2008 Atlantic hurricane season had two significant events, hurricanes Gustav and 
Ike. Below are the initial loss estimates from the vendor models for these events, with only on-
shore losses shown. 
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A.4.8.2. The range shows the high and low loss estimates with a central dot indicating the average 
of the range. For Ike Model Y has released three loss estimates to date; the first (Y-1) and third 
(Y-2) loss estimates are shown below. All losses presented below are the first estimates released 
after landfall, with the exception of Model Y-2. 

Hurricane Gustav Loss Estimates
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A.4.8.3. The tendency has always been for the vendor models to revise estimated losses upwards. 
From a risk management perspective this particularly hampers reinsurance companies’ ability to 
use these estimates to determine their possible exposure. 

A 4.8.4. It is noted that the vendor models are based on stochastic generation of events, and as 
such are geared to be pricing tools. They are less suited for determining after-event losses. 
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A 4.8.5. To determine post-event losses, the models need to determine a wind speed footprint and 
isolate events of a similar nature within their event catalogues. Some vendor models use blending 
methods to overcome the possibility that no one event in their catalogues mirrors the actual event 
that has occurred, others explicitly recreate the event based upon actual measurements from the 
storm. The use of mean wind speeds within this process may not fully allow for localised gusts, 
which may be more important in determining loss than sustained wind speed. 

A 4.8.6. The diagram below from one model vendor’s most recent FCHLPM submissions seems 
to indicate that actual observed damage ratios are more varied than simulated damage ratios for 
almost all given wind speeds. 

 

A.4.8.7. The blue dots in the above graph are actual loss data for multiple storms.  The red dots 
are modelled mean damage ratios, and the variability in the simulated ratios reflect the impact of 
duration of damaging wind speeds. 
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A.5.0. Appendix 5: Vendor Catastrophe Model Switches 

A.5.0.1. This Appendix sets out the options (“switches”) available in the three commonly used 
vendor-provided catastrophe models, with some discussion on the supplementary treatment 
insurance and reinsurance companies may apply to model results. 

 
A.5.1. Perils 
 
 

Perils Correlating perils that can 
be modelled 

Earthquake Fire Following Earthquake, 
Sprinkler leakage 

Hurricane Storm surge 
Tornado Hail 

Flood  
Winterstorm  

Brushfire  
Hail  

Terrorism  
 
 
 

Notes 

1. The three models all have these perils, but they are not supported 
consistently. 

2. Not all territories have all perils modelled, either as there is no exposure to 
this peril or because the vendor modeller has not built a model for the 
territory. In general, vendor models have concentrated on those territories 
subject to the most significant financial risk. 

3. The three models cover slightly different territories. 

4. The vendors often respond to large losses, where detailed claims 
information may provide useful insight allowing the possibility of 
improvement in underlying model assumptions and calibration. As a result 
some of the models or underlying components of the model may be quite 
old. 

 
5. The correlating perils listed above are coverages that may exist on a policy 

or policies that are sold on a ‘difference in conditions’ (DIC) basis. There 
may be some correlation issues here as some models may not be 
configured to consider the possibility that, for example, if a building has 
fallen down as a result of an earthquake, losses to any fire following should 
be zero. 
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A.5.2. Data quality level 
A.5.2.1. There are some differences in data structure of the three models. 

A.5.2.2. Each can be run at aggregate or detail level, though in general the territories and perils 
that can be modelled in detail are less extensive than what applies at an aggregate level. 

A.5.2.3. For example, an aggregate run may consider US$10 billion of residential building 
exposure in Dade County, Florida, whilst a detailed run would consider one house insured for 
$150,000 at address xyz, zip 12345, of construction class X, built in year Y, with height Z etc. 

 
A.5.3. Primary data characteristics 
A.5.3.1. Primary data characteristics are used in detailed loss modelling to choose the 
vulnerability function for the asset at risk.  

A.5.3.2. Inputs vary by model, but include insured value, coverage type, occupancy, construction 
type, year built, latitude-longitude, number of stories, square feet.  

A.5.3.3. There was significant refinement in the relativities of the vulnerability curves for U.S. 
hurricane in response to 2005 experience. 

 

A.5.4. Secondary modifiers 
A.5.4.1. Secondary modifiers are only available in detailed loss models. 

A.5.4.2. Secondary modifiers are factors which, in addition to the primary data characteristics in 
the model, impact the vulnerability functions. 

A.5.4.3. These can have both adverse and beneficial impacts on the vulnerability function.  

A.5.4.4. Combinations of secondary modifiers can be complex. 

A.5.4.5. The following list is an example of detailed structure characteristics: 

• One story 

• Unbraced gable end roof 

• Normal shingles (55mph) 

• ½” plywood deck 

• 6d nails, deck to roof members 

• Toe nail truss to wall anchor 

• Wood framed exterior walls 

• 5/8” diameter anchors at 48” centers for wall/floor/foundation connections 

• No shutters 
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• Standard glass windows 

• No door covers 

• No skylight covers 

• Constructed in 1980. 

 

A.5.5. Detailed primary and secondary rating characteristics 
A.5.5.1. The following information has been collated from AIR, EQECAT and RMS submissions 
to the Florida Commission on Hurricane Loss Projection Methodology. The information in the 
submissions mainly relates to residential property models, though in some cases it is clear that 
information pertaining to commercial business is included within the submission document. 
Where possible commercial information has been removed to allow consistent comparison, but 
this has not always been possible. 
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A.5.5.2. Model X 

Primary rating characteristics

Insured Value

Occupancy type Unknown, Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Religion and 
Nonprofit, Government, Education, Transportation, Utilities, 
Miscellaneous (in total there are 42 different occupancy types 
as each has multiple susgroups)

Coverage types Building, Contents, Time Element (such as Additional Living 
Expense (ALE) or Business Interruption (BI))

Construction Class Description
Wood Frame Wood frame structures tend to be mostly low rise (one to 

three stories, occasionally four stories). Stud walls are 
typically constructed of 2 inch by 4 or 6 inch wood members 
vertically set 16 or 24 inches apart. These walls are braced by 
plywood or by diagonals made of wood or steel. Many 
detached single and low-rise multiple family residences in the 
United States are of stud wall wood frame construction.

Masonry veneer Wood frame structures with one width of non-load bearing 
concrete, stone or clay brick attached to the stud wall.

Unreinforced Masonry Unreinforced masonry buildings consist of structures in 
which there is no steel reinforcing within a load bearing 
masonry wall, floors, roofs, and internal partitions in these 
bearing wall buildings are usually of wood.

Reinforced Masonry
Reinforced masonry construction consists of load bearing 
walls of reinforced brick or concrete-block masonry. Floor 
and roof joists constructed with wood framing are common.

Reinforced Concrete Reinforced concrete buildings consist of reinforced concrete 
columns and beams.

Steel Steel frame buildings consist of steel columns and beams.
Light Metal

Light Metal buildings are made of light gauge steel frame and 
are usually clad with lightweight metal or asbestos siding and 
roof, often corrugated. They typically are lowrise structures.

Unknown Represents a weighted average of all of the above 
construction types except the mobile homes

Latitude and longitude required. Geocoding engine will 
derive latitude and longitude from various address 

Location
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Mobile home with no tie-downs This code would be used for mobile homes (manufactured 
homes) with no anchoring systems present.

Mobile home with partial tie-downs This code would be used for mobile homes (manufactured 
homes) when the tie downs are either over-the-top ties, or 
frame ties but not both or with fewer ties than recommended 
by the manufacturer.

Mobile home with full tie-downs This code would be used for mobile homes (manufactured 
homes) when the anchoring systems are both over-the-top 
ties, and frame ties. Typically 10 frame ties and 7 over the top 
ties are required for full tie down in singlewide mobile 
homes.

Mobile Homes Represents a weighted average of tie-down types, including 
no tie-downs. This code would be used for mobile homes 
(manufactured homes) when the tie down information is 
unknown.

Year built pre-1995, 1995-2001, and post-2001

Building height 1, 2-3, 4-7 and > 7 stories  

Mitigation measures - secondary rating characteristic options

Characteristic Description
Building Condition A general qualitative description of building condition from 

visual inspection
Tree Exposure

Tree Exposure: Describes the tree hazard around the building
Small Debris Source

Describes the potential of small debris in a radius of 200 feet
Large Missile Source Describes the potential of large missiles in a radius of 100 

feet
Roof Geometry Describes the shape of the roof
Roof Pitch Addresses the roof slope
Roof Covering The nature of material used to cover the roof
Roof Deck Material and construction type of the roof deck of building
Roof Cover Attachment Nature of the connections used to secure the roof covering to 

the roof deck
Roof Deck Attachment Nature of the connections used to secure the roof deck to the 

underlying roof support system
Roof Anchorage Nature of connections used to secure the roof support systems 

to the walls
Wall Type Materials used for external walls of the building
Wall Siding Materials used for weathering protection of walls
Glass Type Type of glass used in building
Glass Percent The percent area of the walls covered by glass
Window Protection Describes the nature of wind protection systems used
Exterior Doors Describes the nature of the exterior doors in the building
Building Foundation Connection Connection type between the structure and foundation
Roof Attached Structures Description of the mechanical and other equipment on top of 

roofs
Wall Attached Structures Components of a property that are not an integral part of the 

main building but are physically attached to it
Appertenant Structures Components of a property that are not an integral part of the 

main building and are not connected to it
Roof Built The year the roof was put in place  
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A.5.5.2. Model Y 
 
Primary rating characteristics

Insured Value

Occupancy Unknown, Single Family, Multiple Family, Non-Residential (There are 
multiple sub-categories of Non-Residential occupancy that are not listed in 
detail here)

Coverage types Building, Contents, Time Element (such as Additional Living Expense 
(ALE) or Business Interruption (BI))

Location Latitude and longitude required. Geocoding engine will derive latitude and 
longitude from various address information input

 
 
Construction Class
Unknown
Wood Frame
Masonry
Reinforced Concrete
Steel Frame
Light Metal Frame
Mobile Home w/o Tie-Downs
Mobile Home with Tie-Downs

Year Built - all but Mobile Homes Unknown, Pre 1995, 1995-2001, 2002+later
Year Built - Mobile Homes only Pre 1976, 1976-1994, 1995 + later

Building height Unknown, 1, 2-3, 4-7, 8-14, 15+

Region South Florida, Rest of state

Square Footage <1500 sq.ft (138.5 m2), 1500-2000 sq.ft ( 138.5 - 186.5m2), 2000-4500 
sq.ft (186.5-418.5 m2), > 4500 sq.ft (418.5 m2)  

 
Mitigation measures - secondary rating characteristic options

Characteristic Notes
Roof framing type The type of material for the roof affects the ability of the roof to stay 

attached to a building under high wind conditions.
Roof age Older roofs have a higher risk in a hurricane.
Roof geometry Roof geometry directly impacts the type of wind forces a roof is likely to 

experience. Flat roofs are more likely to experience more loading than 
hipped or high-pitched roofs. This option distinguished between various 
gable roof slopes as well as overall configuration.

External ornamentation Ornamentation includes all elements that can shake loose from either the 
roof or structural elements of the building.

Cladding type – non masonry structures If there is a combination of two or more cladding types used on the 
structure, select the one of dominant use.

Roof sheathing attachment Roof sheathing is one of the main components of a building. It helps keep 
the integrity of the building and is a major line of defense against losses to 
building and contents due to both wind and
rain. The strength of sheathing depends on the way it is attached to the roof 
rafters. This option accounts for nail size and spacing.

Architecture elements The presence of many architectural elements, such as overhangs, and 
carports are vulnerable and may cause increased wind damage to the 
structure.  
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Mechanical and electrical systems (roof 
only)

If there are large areas of roof covered with equipment, the building can be 
more vulnerable to wind because the equipment anchorage can compromise 
the roof’s integrity.

Mechanical and electrical systems 
(building side only)

Mechanical and electrical systems that are attached to external walls can 
receive damage from high winds.

Mechanical and electrical systems (ground 
level only)

Equipment includes electrical outlets, electrical equipment, and exposed 
wiring.

Wind resistance - windows
Windows with poor wind resistance can expose interior building 
components and contents to more wind and water hazards than windows 
with good wind resistance. – This option allows one to distinguish shutters 
that are rated for pressure only, with an unknown impact resistance.

Wind resistance - doors This option allows you to distinguish between doors that are rated for 
impact resistance as well as pressure resistance.

Contents vulnerability to wind Some types of contents, like electronic equipment, documents etc. are 
relatively more vulnerable to wind than others like heavy equipment, etc. 
This modifier only affects the wind vulnerability of contents.

Wind driven missile exposure Buildings may receive damage from airborne missiles, gravel, or from trees 
within falling distance.

Modifiers related to surge are not shown in this list.  
 
A.5.5.2. Model Z 
 
Primary rating characteristics

Insured Value

Occupancy type There are 12 types

Coverage types Building, Contents, Time Element (such as Additional Living Expense (ALE) or 
Business Interruption (BI))

Class Type Construction Class
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 1:Frame
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 2:Joisted Masonry
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 3:Non-combustible
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 4:Masonry Non-combustible
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 5:Modified Fire-resistive
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 6:Fire-resistive
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 7:Heavy Timber Joisted Masonry
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 8:Super Non-combustible
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Class 9:Super Masonry Non-combustible
Residential ISO class ISO Residential Average
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Reinforced-Masonry, Strong-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Reinforced-Masonry, Weak-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Reinforced-Masonry, Average-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Timber, Strong-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Timber, Weak-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Timber, Average-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Unreinforced-Masonry, Strong-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Unreinforced-Masonry, Weak-Cladding
Engineering class Residential, Low-Rise, Unreinforced-Masonry, Average-Cladding
Mobile home class Residential, Low-Rise, Mobile Home - Tied Down
Mobile home class Residential, Low-Rise, Mobile Home - Not Tied Down

Location Latitude and longitude required. Geocoding engine will derive latitude and longitude 
from various address information input
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Mitigation measures - secondary rating characteristic options

Characteristic
Roof strength
Roof covering performance
Roof-to-wall strength
Wall-to-floor-to-foundation strength
Opening protection
Window, door, and skylight strength.  

 

A.5.6. Company specific modifiers 
A.5.6.1. Companies can add a significant number of factors either to address perceived 
deficiencies in the vendor models or to add for contractual coverages not modelled. 

A.5.6.2. Examples of factors included: 

• Allocated loss adjustment expense 

• Insurance to Value adjustments 

• Growth factor for year-on-year exposure growth 

• Data quality adjustments 

• Company-specific demand surge 

• Other model adjustment factors. 

 
A.5.7. Financial modifiers 
A.5.7.1. Examples include: 

• Secondary uncertainty (only in RMS and EQECAT) 

• Demand surge 

• Hurricane frequency setting (best estimate this season, near term, long term 
baseline). 

 
A.5.8. Other 
A.5.8.1. Some insurance and reinsurance companies have developed supplemental models for 
workers’ compensation, life and personal accident exposures, as well as marine and aviation 
business. 

A.5.8.2. There are a number of ways of handling dependencies between exposures that are 
difficult to include in the modelling, such as catastrophe exposure emanating from property per 
risk treaties. This exposure is only able to be modelled with detailed location-by-location 
exposure information, which tends to be rarely provided for exposures outside the U.S. 
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A.6.0. Appendix 6: Modelling Dependency Structures 

A.6.1. Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
A6.1.1. A (continuous) economic model can be considered to have the form: 

dx = F(a,x)  for F: Rl x Rm→ Rm 
dt 
 

where l, m, a, x and F are unknown, and x cannot be measured directly. (Most economic models 
are discrete, and measurable outputs from the underlying system are discrete, rather than 
continuous, variables. The real world has both discrete and continuous components.) 

A.6.1.2. We are able to measure data of p dimensions of the form d(a,t) = g(a, x(t)) at certain 
points of time for some unknown function g: Rl x Rm → Rp. The challenge is to invert, i.e. find F 
from d(a,t). 

A.6.1.3. Mathematical and statistical processes have been developed for mitigating the limitations 
inherent in any modelling process. Non-linear analysis has developed methods which facilitate 
recognition of equilibrium points and the classification of systems into chaotic and non-chaotic 
states. Predictive propensities have much greater certainty in non-chaotic states. 

A.6.1.4. For example, future projections of cash flows are dependent on the starting point of the 
projection. Non-linear analysis has developed ways of quantifying sensitivity to initial conditions, 
such as Lyapounov exponents. Such techniques could be applied in economic capital modelling 
to assess the veracity of projections and the sensitivity of results to assumptions. 

A.6.1.5. Scatter diagrams can provide useful information about dynamic systems. A phase plane 
can be plotted, with a measurable system variable d(t) as abscissa and d(t + τ) as ordinate, where t 
is any independent variable and τ a suitable positive number. 

A.6.1.6. The value τ must fall within a range so that d(t + τ) is not closely correlated with d(t) (τ 
too small), nor independent of d(t) (τ too large). Such analyses can indicate whether or not the 
system being modelled is in a chaotic state, which gives guidance on appropriate modelling 
approaches. 

A.6.1.7. Extreme value theory deals with tails of distributions, and analytical procedures have 
been developed for testing the fits of distributions, and the attachment point from where curves 
can be fitted. Extreme value theory provides a robust theoretical framework for extrapolating 
from scanty data, and is becoming more widely used in reinsurance. 

 
A.6.2. Modelling Dependency Structures 
A.6.2.1. Assumed dependency structures can have a significant impact on estimated capital 
requirements. Methods of modelling and parameters for dependency structures are currently 
determined primarily by judgement, and there often are not embedded procedures applied to test 
the fit of assumed distributions and parameters. 

A.6.2.2. The three main methods employed to model dependency structures are correlation co-
efficients/matrices, copula formulae and consistent causal loss drivers. 
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A.6.2.3. Each of the methods has drawbacks. Using either correlation co-efficients or copula 
theory, it is difficult to parameterise dependency structures. 

A.6.2.4. A causal drivers approach allows dependency structures to be explained in real world 
terms to those who may not necessarily have a statistical background. Causal loss drivers tend to 
under-estimate dependency relationships. 

A.6.2.5. Multivariate extreme value theory offers a robust theoretical framework for modelling 
multi-dimensional extremal events. Application of extreme value theory is expected to increase as 
practitioners, particularly actuaries, become familiar with the concepts. This approach is briefly 
discussed below. 

A.6.2.6. Statistical approaches often implicitly assume that underlying data are independent and 
identically distributed (iid). The assumption that data are iid may not be appropriate in insurance 
and risk management generally, where there is at the least temporal dependence. Extreme value 
theory applies whether or not processes are iid. 

 
A.6.3. Correlation Co-efficients 
A.6.3.1. Correlation co-efficients assign a number of absolute value less than one to the 
relationship between two variables. Correlation co-efficients measure only linear relationships 
between variables.  

A.6.3.2. A correlation co-efficient of minus one indicates a decreasing linear relationship, a co-
efficient of plus one an increasing linear relationship. Independent variables have a correlation of 
zero, but the converse is not true as correlation co-efficients reflect only linear dependencies. 

A.6.3.3. Correlation approaches can be applied after ranking outcomes within each risk category. 
This ranks the results within each risk category and makes it more likely that a “poor” result from 
one category will simultaneously be picked with a poor result from another category with which 
it is deemed to be positively correlated. 

A.6.3.4. Such ranking increases the likelihood and magnitude of overall extreme results as 
measured by the various statistics used (VaR, TVaR etc). 

A.6.3.5. This approach does not attempt to explicitly describe or implement any dependency 
structure between sectors, but just to capture correlations in outcomes. 

A.6.3.6. Correlation matrices need to be positive semi-definite22 to enable some computational 
approaches, such as Cholesky decomposition. 

A.6.3.7. Correlation approaches refer to the first two moments of distributions and assume that 
correlations are constant across a distribution. This means that correlation approaches are not 
representative of extremal data, and may under-estimate tail dependencies. There are ad hoc 
procedures available to increase correlations in the tail of distributions. 

                                                      

22 A matrix is positive semi-definite if it is self-adjoint (Hermitian) with non-negative eigenvalues. This can be interpreted as 
the matrix being internally consistent and mathematically pliable. 
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A.6.3.8. The most commonly used co-efficient is Pearson product-moment, which is the 
covariance divided by the product of standard deviations. Any correlation approach assumes 
variables are Normally (Gaussian) distributed, which is rarely the case for reinsurance data. 

A.6.3.9. Rank correlations such as Kendall’s ρ and Spearman’s τ may be used as alternative 
measures to covariances and correlation co-efficients, but such measures are not optimal for 
measuring reinsurance risk and dependence as they neglect large (and small) values. 

A.6.3.10. The widespread use of correlation co-efficients has lead to significant under-estimation 
of dependencies in many areas where aligned extremal events may occur. This has ramifications 
for large groups which assume fungibility of assets. 

 
Case Study 

The U.S. hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM), which 
failed spectacularly in 1998, based its trading strategies on modelling 
developed by two Nobel Prize winners, Myron Scholes and Robert 
Merton. 

LTCM’s models under-estimated the tail of modelled distributions. Under 
assumptions of Normality (Gaussian distributions), the scenario which 
caused LTCM’s failure had a one in 1,000 likelihood of occurrence. 

It has been shown23 that using a heavier-tailed distribution, a student t-
dependence structure with four degrees of freedom, the modelled 
likelihood would have been once in eight years. The assumed dependency 
structure, student t, is quite similar to a Gaussian distribution and easy to 
develop and apply. 

 
 
A.6.4. Copulas 
A.6.4.1. Copula functions are becoming a popular way of addressing the drawbacks inherent in 
correlation approaches. 

A.6.4.2. A copula is a multivariate distribution function formed from univariate distribution 
functions. The copula is formed by transforming each marginal variable to a uniform distribution. 

A.6.4.3. Copula functions are not determined by the marginal distributions. The lack of 
uniqueness of copula function for any set of univariate distribution functions means that it is 
difficult to specify the correct form of copula. 

A.6.4.4. Estimation of the appropriate copula depends on all data, not just the extreme values, 
even if the copula is an extreme value distribution. This means dependencies may be under-
estimated: processes that seem to move somewhat independently in the normal course of events, 
can move together under extreme circumstances. 

                                                      

23 Jorion 2000, European Financial Management, 6:277-300. 
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A.6.4.5. The process of fitting univariate distributions first and then using the same data set to fit 
a copula involves a large amount of statistical uncertainty. The copula form chosen should be 
consistent with the modelled data. In particular, if modelling extreme events, the copula should be 
consistent with multivariate extreme value theory (see below). 

A.6.4.6. Other than for computational efficiency, it is not clear what advantage there is in using 
copulas over fitting a suitable multivariate distribution. Copula forms tend to be chosen because 
of ease of application, rather than appropriateness of fit. 

A.6.4.7. The relationship between copulas, particularly extreme value copulas, and risk metrics 
such VaR and TVaR is also not clear. 

A.6.4.8. Statistical theory about goodness-of-fit tests for choosing and parameterising copulas for 
multivariate data is developing. The transformation of the univariate distributions to uniform 
distributions facilitates visualisation of data on a unit square, but it is not clear how to interpret 
these plots in a theoretically rigorous manner. 

A.6.4.9. It is possible to construct empirical copulas, but first data need to be collected. 

 
A.6.5. Causal Drivers 
A.6.5.1. Developing consistent causal drivers is the process of using the same independent 
variable across all risk categories. Fundamental economic drivers such as inflation, catastrophic 
losses and clash events are applied consistently to all relevant classes of business and risk types in 
each scenario to ‘drive’ correlation between outputs. 

A.6.5.2. For example, inflation impacts both investment returns and loss reserve development. 
Using consistent inflation parameters for investment returns and loss reserve volatility appears to 
negate the need to make explicit assumptions regarding dependency between reserves and 
investment returns. 

A.6.5.3. However, the driver approach on its own tends to underestimate the overall level of 
dependency, as it is not possible to establish all the causes of dependency of the various drivers. 

A.6.5.4. There are more variables driving actual performance than can ever be modelled, and 
even if consistent drivers are used across all risk categories, further causative dependence will not 
be allowed for in the model. 

A.6.5.5. Another method may need to be applied in tandem to capture any residual links. The 
methods used for applying these additional dependencies are not theoretically consistent with the 
drivers approach, unless the drivers are only used within, not among, each of the risk groupings to 
which the overarching dependency methodology is applied. 
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A.6.6. Multivariate Extreme Value Theory 
A.6.6.1. Extreme value theory is the appropriate theoretical framework for modelling very low 
probability events. Extreme value theory states that tail distributions converge to a Generalised 
Pareto Distribution (GPD). The Peak Over Threshold approach is usually more suitable for 
reinsurance, where data only above a certain threshold are available. Alternative approaches use 
the full distribution. 

A.6.6.2. Multivariate extreme value theory is a robust framework for developing maximum 
domain attraction (asymptotic limit distribution) conditions which enable the assignment of 
probabilities to multivariate extreme events. This includes events which are not observed in data. 

A.6.6.3. As with copulas, univariate distributions can be transformed to a standard distribution for 
analytical convenience. Standard distributions in this case include the uniform distribution, 
Pareto, the unit Frechet and the Gumbel distribution. Multivariate extreme value theory is then 
applied to the transformed distributions to select and parameterise an appropriate GPD. 

A.6.6.4. Multivariate extreme value theory is consistent with risk metrics such as VaR and TVaR. 

A.6.6.5. Extreme value theory has straightforward techniques for assessing goodness-of-fit. These 
include quantile-to-quantile (QQ) plots, and plots of sample mean excess function. There are also 
tests for suitable data and curve attachment points. 
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A.7.0. Appendix 7: Survey Questions and Aggregated Responses 

Note that some survey responses were adjusted to reflect discussions with companies, and thus the statistics below may 
not be entirely consistent with the graphs and figures quoted in the body of this report. 

A.7.1. Background information 
Q1.1 Are the responses to this survey at a Bermuda statutory legal entity level or some 
other level? 
Bermuda statutory legal entity level 60% 
Other 40% 
Number answering question 30 

Q1.2 Does your company intend to use the BSCR for regulatory capital reporting or do 
you intend to apply to use an internal capital model? 
BSCR 33% 
Internal Capital Model Approval 7% 
Undecided 60% 
Number answering question 30 

  Q1.3 If you are not intending to apply to use an internal capital model, would you be 
more likely to apply if you were not also required to submit BSCR reporting? 
Yes 27% 
No 33% 
Not Applicable 40% 
Number answering question 30 

Q1.4 Do you write life insurance business? 
Yes 17% 
No 83% 
Number answering question 30 

A.7.2. Capital allocation 
Q2.1 Which of the following definitions of capital does your company measure? 
Rating agency capital 83% 
U.S. GAAP 80% 
Statutory 80% 
Economic 67% 
Other 17% 
International accounting standards 7% 
None 0% 
Number answering question 30 

Q2.2 Do you allocate capital to business units for performance measurement purposes? 
Yes 67% 
No 33% 
Number answering question 30 

A.7.3. Internal capital models 
Q3.1 Have you implemented an internal capital model? 
Yes 73% 
No - go to section 10 27% 
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Number answering question 30 
 

A.7.4. Model data 
Q4.1 Do you have a policy on data quality for your internal capital model? 
Yes 36% 
No 64% 
Number answering question 22 

  Q4.2 Select the policies, procedures and process controls used to ensure the integrity of 
data inputs and calculations of the internal capital model. Also comment on the frequency in 
which the controls are applied and whether the controls are manual or automated. 

  
  

 

Senior 
management 

review 

User 
access 

controls 
Audit 
trails 

Other 
controls 

Reconciliation 
to other 
systems 

Control in place - Yes 82% 77% 64% 91% 95% 
Control in place - No 18% 23% 36% 9% 5% 
      
Frequency - Weekly 23% 45% 45% 23% 23% 
Frequency - Monthly 9% 5% 5% 5% 5% 
Frequency - Quarterly 36% 5% 18% 27% 36% 
Frequency - Ad Hoc 32% 45% 32% 45% 36% 
      
Automated 0% 41% 23% 0% 5% 
Manual 86% 50% 55% 82% 73% 
Mixed 14% 9% 23% 18% 23% 

 Number answering question 22 

Q4.3 Which sources of external data have been used to parameterise the internal capital 
model? 

AM Best 36% 
One Source 32% 
NCCI 14% 
ISO 36% 
RAA 32% 
Lloyds 27% 
Brokers 27% 
Other 59% 
No external data used 14% 
Number answering question 22 

A.7.5. Model structure 
Q5.1 How long has the company been measuring economic capital using an internal 
model? 
Ongoing / under development 5% 
Under 1 year 0% 
1 to 2 years 32% 
3 to 5 years 36% 
Over 5 years 27% 
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Number answering question 22 

Q5.2 How frequently is the full internal capital model run? 
Daily 5% 
Weekly 5% 
Monthly 9% 
Quarterly 45% 
Annually 14% 
Other 23% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.3 How frequently are model parameters recalibrated? 
Monthly 5% 
Quarterly 27% 
Six monthly 5% 
Annually 27% 
Other 32% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.4 How do you describe your internal capital model? 
Factor based 9% 
Deterministic stress and scenario tests 0% 
Full stochastic modelling of key risk types 73% 
Combination of modelling for different risk types 18% 
Other 0% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.5 Which software have you used to build your internal model? 
Igloo 32% 
Moses 0% 
Prophet 0% 
ReMetrica 41% 
Simulum 0% 
Risk Explorer 0% 
@Risk 27% 
Internally developed model 36% 
Other 18% 
Number answering question 22 

  Q5.6 Which risk categories are explicitly captured in your company's internal capital 
model? 
Underwriting 95% 
Reserving 77% 
Catastrophe 100% 
Liquidity 32% 
Credit 68% 
Market 82% 
Operational 32% 
Group 36% 
Other 18% 
Number answering question 22 
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Q5.7 Indicate which risk measures you manage to for each risk category. 
VaR 82% 
TVaR 59% 
Earnings at Risk 23% 
Embedded Value 5% 
Other 14% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.8 Over what time horizon is capital and/or risk measured in your company? 
1 year 45% 
1 year allowing for volatility during runoff 41% 
2-5 years 5% 
Other 9% 
Number answering question 22 

  Q5.9 If the time horizon is greater than one year, does the internal capital model address 
solvency at the end of each year 
Yes 14% 
No 36% 
Other 27% 
NA 23% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.10 Does the model contain any management actions? 
Yes 5% 
No 95% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.11 Does the model contain any policyholder actions? 
Yes 5% 
No 95% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.12 If a stochastic simulation model is used, how many simulations are run? 
Mean 86,316 
Median 50,000 
Mode 50,000 
Number answering question 19  

Q5.13 Is parameter uncertainty taken into account in your internal capital model? 
Yes 55% 
No 45% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.14 Are underwriting losses modelled using a frequency/severity approach? 
Yes 18% 
Combination of approaches 64% 
No - go to Q5.17 18% 
Number answering question 22 
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Q5.15 Which statistical distributions do you use to model loss frequency in your internal 
capital model? 
Binomial 6% 
Negative Binomial 72% 
Poisson 94% 
Empirical 17% 
Other 11% 
Number answering question 18 

  Q5.16 Which statistical distributions do you use to model loss severity in your internal 
capital model? 
Beta 50% 
Exponential 6% 
Gamma 22% 
Lognormal 78% 
Normal 11% 
Pareto 56% 
Weibull 11% 
Empirical 28% 
Other 33% 
Number answering question 18 

Q5.17 How is outwards reinsurance taken into account in the internal capital model? 
No outward reinsurance modelled 5% 
All key contracts modelled explicitly 82% 
Net of outwards reinsurance is calculated as a percentage of gross 0% 
Other 14% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.18 Are underwriting cycles incorporated within your internal capital model? 
Yes 9% 
Partially 41% 
No 50% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.19 Which method do you use to assess volatility within reserves? 
Bootstrapping 50% 
Mack 36% 
GLMs 7% 
Distribution Fitting 21% 
Other 43% 
Not Measured 36% 
Number answering question 14 

Q5.20 Within the internal capital model, how does the company determine reserves? 
Economic basis 14% 
Accounting basis 45% 
Statutory basis 5% 
Other 27% 
NA 9% 
Number answering question 22 
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  Q5.21 Is there a difference between the best estimate reserve in the internal capital model 
and the company’s GAAP reserves? 
Yes 23% 
No 73% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.22 Are catastrophe models used as an input to the internal capital model? 
Yes 100% 
No (go to Q5.31) 0% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.23 Which catastrophe models and versions are used in the internal capital model? 
AIR 68% 
EQECAT 32% 
RMS 95% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.24 If more than one catastrophe model is used, describe how the final results are 
selected. 
One favoured model is always used 27% 
The most conservative model is always used 5% 
Different models are used for different perils 14% 
Other 45% 
NA 9% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.25 In the internal capital model, which perils are modelled in which territories? 

  
North 

America Europe Japan Australia 
Rest of 
World Worldwide Total 

Hurricane 80% 75% 75% 65% 55% 40% 100% 
Earthquake 80% 65% 75% 75% 70% 40% 100% 
Tornado 75% 20% 5% 5% 10% 5% 80% 
Flood 35% 75% 5% 10% 15% 5% 75% 
Hail 70% 20% 5% 25% 10% 5% 75% 
Wildfire 55% 10% 5% 15% 10% 5% 55% 
Terrorism 45% 25% 15% 20% 25% 25% 50% 
Other 10% 10% 5% 5% 5% 10% 15% 

 Number answering question 20 

Q5.26 Are non-modelled perils taken into account for economic capital purposes? 
Yes 95% 
No 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.27 Which hurricane frequency assumption is used in the catastrophe model? 
Near term 91% 
Long term 0% 
Other – Please specify below 9% 
Number answering question 22 
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  Q5.28 Which of the following supplemental losses are taken into account in the catastrophe 
model? 
Storm surge 95% 
Demand surge 100% 
Fire following earthquake 95% 
Sprinkler damage 73% 
Other 23% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.29 Are any loadings applied to the catastrophe model results for economic capital  
Yes 77% 
No 23% 
Number answering question 22 

  Q5.30 Describe the quality of exposure data modelled, for example in terms of geocoding, 
construction coding and occupancy coding. 
Very good 36% 
Good 50% 
Average 9% 
Moderate 5% 
Poor 0% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.31 If you write retro reinsurance, are you provided with ground-up data for 
modelling? 
Yes 14% 
No 27% 
Not applicable 59% 
Number answering question 22 

  Q5.32 Do you allow for changes in the outwards reinsurance programme over the 
projection period of the internal capital model? 
Yes 55% 
No 45% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.33 Are Economic Scenario Generators (ESGs) used within your internal capital model? 
Yes 50% 
No 45% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.34 If yes, which ESGs are used? 
Wilkie model 9% 
Barrie & Hibbert model 18% 
CAS / SOA model 9% 
Other 73% 
Not applicable 9% 
Number answering question 11 
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Q5.35 How are different currencies taken into account within the internal capital model? 
All data converted to single currency before modelling 82% 
All major currencies modelled separately 9% 
Other 5% 
Not applicable 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.36 Is reinsurance credit risk taken into account within the internal capital model? 
Yes 64% 
No 32% 
Not applicable 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q5.37 Which other sources of credit risk are taken into account within the internal capital 
model? 
Brokers 14% 
Coverholders 7% 
Third party claims administrators 7% 
Investment counterparties 50% 
Other 14% 
No other sources 0% 
Number answering question 14 

A.7.6. Model correlation / diversification 
Q6.1 Do you have a policy for allowing for correlation and diversification within your 
internal capital model? 
Yes 45% 
No 45% 
NA 9% 
Number answering question 22 

Q6.2 Which methods do you use for aggregating risk across classes of business, risk 
categories, underwriting units etc.? 
All risk categories included in stochastic model 64% 
Correlation matrix applied to capital results for each risk category/class/unit 14% 
Other 23% 
Not applicable 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q6.3 Select the methods used to correlate risks within the internal capital model. 
Linear correlations 64% 
T copulas 9% 
Gumbel copulas 23% 
Clayton copulas 5% 
Causal drivers approach e.g. inflation, cycles 32% 
Other 18% 
Not applicable 14% 
Number answering question 22 
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Q6.4 Does your internal capital model allow for differences in tail correlations from 
overall correlations? 
Yes 55% 
No 45% 
Number answering question 22 

Q6.5 For the most recent date available, indicate the percentage of total economic capital 
allocated to each of the risk categories below. 
Underwriting 26% 
Reserving 25% 
Catastrophe 32% 
Market 11% 
Operational 3% 
Credit 2% 
Liquidity 0% 
Group 0% 
Other 1% 
Number answering question 13 

Q6.6 For the most recent date available, for the relevant risk categories below, set out the 
capital diversification credit percentage within each risk category and for all categories 
combined. 
Underwriting 31% 
Reserving 37% 
Catastrophe 37% 
Liquidity 51% 
Credit 3% 
Market 55% 
Operational 37% 
Group 0% 
Other 24% 
Total 41% 
Number answering question 11 

A.7.7. Model verification 
Q7.1 Do you have a policy on model validation and control? 
Yes 18% 
No 77% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q7.2 Which procedures are used to validate and back-test model output? 
Sensitivity testing 82% 
Stress and scenario testing 77% 
Comparison to historic losses 64% 
Other 41% 
No validations performed 0% 
Number answering question 22 
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Q7.3 Do you use Lloyd’s Realistic Disaster Scenario (RDS) events to test aggregate losses? 
Yes 55% 
No 45% 
Number answering question 22 

  Q7.5 Is the company’s internal capital model formally reviewed and, if so, who performs 
the review? 
No Review 0% 
Reviewed within modelling team 77% 
Reviewed internally 32% 
External consultant 36% 
External audit 5% 
Internal audit 32% 
Broker 0% 
Other 5% 
Review is currently planned 9% 
Number answering question 22 

  Q7.6 Is there segregation of duties between those who review the company’s internal 
capital model and the underwriting function? 
Yes 86% 
No 9% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q7.7 How often is the model formally reviewed? 
Monthly 5% 
Quarterly 41% 
Annually 27% 
Other 23% 
No review performed 0% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q7.8 Is there documentation for the internal capital model? 
No documentation currently 14% 
Documenting of model in progress 68% 
Model fully documented 18% 
Number answering question 22 
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Q7.9 How would you rate the strength of the control environment around each of the 
following areas? 

 Optimised Standardised Informal 
Not 

applicable 
Model input data 18% 45% 32% 5% 
Model Input parameters 14% 41% 41% 5% 
Outputs 23% 36% 36% 5% 
Updates 9% 45% 41% 5% 
Use of model 18% 41% 36% 5% 
Algorithms 14% 32% 45% 9% 
Programming 14% 36% 45% 5% 
Documentation 0% 36% 59% 5% 

Number answering question 22 

A.7.8. Usage 
Q8.1 Who is required to approve the internal capital model before it is implemented 
(including after substantial amendments)? 
Board 32% 
Board committee 18% 
Executive committee 23% 
Executive risk committee 27% 
CEO 27% 
Chief Actuary 45% 
CRO 64% 
CFO 14% 
Model design team 50% 
Internal audit 0% 
External audit 0% 
Other 14% 
Number answering question 22 

Q8.2 Has the output of the internal capital model been reviewed by the Board of 
Directors? 
Yes 91% 
No 9% 
Number answering question 22 
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Q8.3 In the following areas, to what extent has economic capital modelling delivered 
value to the company? 
Setting risk limits 80% 
Defining risk appetite 86% 
Improving capital adequacy 72% 
Assessing risk adjusted product profitability 84% 
Improving strategic planning 72% 
Improving annual business planning 80% 
Reinsurance purchase 82% 
Improving investment strategies 58% 
Meeting regulatory capital requirements 72% 
Capital allocation for pricing purposes 80% 
Improving credit rating 70% 
Setting risk adjusted compensation 66% 
Improving investor relations 66% 
Enhancing external reporting 66% 
Performance measurement 74% 
Improving M&A decisions 60% 
Average percentage value 0% to 100% 

A.7.9. Model interaction with underwriting 
Q9.1 Do you have a policy document on the interaction of the internal capital model with 
the underwriting process? 
Yes 18% 
No 77% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q9.2 Is the internal model used as part of the underwriting process? 
Yes 68% 
No 27% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

Q9.3 Does the internal capital model allocate marginal capital with reference to the 
portfolio as  a whole? 
Yes 64% 
No 32% 
NA 5% 
Number answering question 22 

A.7.10. Group vs Solo 
Q10.1 At what level does the company regularly monitor economic capital? 
Risk category level 40% 
Legal entity aggregate level 57% 
Global aggregate level 63% 
Class of business level 43% 
Other 10% 
Number answering question 30 
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  Q10.2 Does the company consider capital to be fungible when assessing the diversification 
benefits between entities & between jurisdictions within the group? 
Yes 47% 
No 43% 
NA 10% 
Number answering question 30 

  Q10.3 Do you assess the impact of any modelled diversification benefit (between legal 
entities, office locations and/or business units) under stressed scenarios? 
Yes 30% 
No 57% 
NA 13% 
Number answering question 30 

A.7.11. Operational risk management 
Q11.1 Which of the following tools or procedures to facilitate the management of 
operational risk do you currently have in place, plan to have in place, or have no plans to put 
in place? 

 Yes No but 
planning No plans NA 

Self assessment 70% 17% 0% 13% 

Risk maps / process flows 60% 30% 0% 10% 

Risk indicators 47% 30% 3% 20% 

Escalation triggers 27% 40% 3% 30% 

Internal and/or external loss event database 43% 30% 3% 23% 

Balanced scorecards 17% 30% 3% 50% 

Standardised risk categorisation 53% 23% 0% 23% 

Risk management policies for individual 
operational risk classes 63% 17% 0% 20% 

Risk return metrics 33% 30% 3% 33% 

Other 27% 3% 3% 67% 

Number answering question 30 

A.7.12. Emerging risks 
Q12.1 Emerging risks are those risks that may not currently exist but might emerge at 
some point due to changes in the environment. Does your company have a process for 
identifying emerging risks, such as pandemics? 
Yes 73% 
No 23% 
NA 3% 
Number answering question 30 
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Q12.2 Which of the following emerging risk management practices does your company 
currently have in place? 
 Yes No NA 

Formal and regularly scheduled Risk Committee meetings 70% 27% 3% 

Risk adjusted capital modelling methodologies 50% 47% 3% 

Risk aggregation / concentration methodologies 77% 20% 3% 

Early warning systems in primary risk categories 43% 53% 3% 

Internal audit 77% 20% 3% 

Repeatable risk assessment process for primary risk areas 50% 47% 3% 

Reviewing potential threat scenarios 63% 33% 3% 

Planning process linked to liquidity 43% 53% 3% 

Contingency plan that provides for quick loss estimation 
process 57% 40% 3% 

Monitoring of internal and external loss history 73% 23% 3% 

Tracking of litigation trends 50% 47% 3% 

Leveraging of internal risk assessments 43% 53% 3% 

Identification of emerging risks that are determinative for 
payment obligations 33% 63% 3% 

Monitoring of other industries and their emerging risks e.g. 
banking 53% 43% 3% 

Other 0% 97% 3% 

 Number answering question 30 
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A.8.0. Appendix 8: Participant Roster 

 

1. ACE Limited 
2. Amlin Bermuda Limited 
3. Arch 
4. Argo Re Ltd 
5. Ariel Reinsurance Company Ltd 
6. Aspen Insurance Limited 
7. Allied World Assurance Company 
8. Axis Specialty Limited  / Axis Capital Holdings 
9. Catlin Insurance Company Ltd 
10. Chubb Atlantic Indemnity Ltd 
11. New Castle Re 
12. Endurance Specialty Insurance Limited 
13. Everest Reinsurance (Bermuda ) Ltd 
14. Flagstone Reinsurance 
15. Hannover Re (Bermuda) Ltd. 
16. Harbor Point Re Limited 
17. Hiscox Insurance Company (Bermuda) Limited 
18. IPCRe Limited 
19. Ironshore Insurance Ltd. 
20. Lancashire 
21. Lehman Re Ltd 
22. Max Bermuda Ltd. 
23. Montpelier Reinsurance Ltd. 
24. Partner Reinsurance Company Ltd 
25. Platinum Underwriters Holdings Ltd 
26. Quanta Reinsurance Ltd. 
27. RenaissanceRe Holdings 
28. Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited 
29. Validus Holdings, Ltd. 
30. XL Capital Ltd 


